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Abstract
Efficient implementation of the number theoretic transform (NTT), also known as the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) over a finite field, has been studied actively for decades and found
many applications in digital signal processing. In 1971 Scho¨nhage and Strassen proposed
an NTT based asymptotically fast multiplication method with the asymptotic complexity
O(m logm log logm) for multiplication of m-bit integers or (m − 1)st degree polynomials.
Scho¨nhage and Strassen’s algorithm was known to be the asymptotically fastest multipli-
cation algorithm until Fu¨rer improved upon it in 2007. However, unfortunately, both al-
gorithms bear significant overhead due to the conversions between the time and frequency
domains which makes them impractical for small operands, e.g. less than 1000 bits in length
as used in many applications. With this work we investigate for the first time the practical
application of the NTT, which found applications in digital signal processing, to finite field
multiplication with an emphasis on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). We present efficient
parameters for practical application of NTT based finite field multiplication to ECC which
requires key and operand sizes as short as 160 bits. With this work, for the first time, the
use of NTT based finite field arithmetic is proposed for ECC and shown to be efficient.
We introduce an efficient algorithm, named DFT modular multiplication, for comput-
ing Montgomery products of polynomials in the frequency domain which facilitates efficient
multiplication in GF (pm). Our algorithm performs the entire modular multiplication, in-
cluding modular reduction, in the frequency domain, and thus eliminates costly back and
forth conversions between the frequency and time domains. We show that, especially in com-
putationally constrained platforms, multiplication of finite field elements may be achieved
more efficiently in the frequency domain than in the time domain for operand sizes relevant
to ECC.
This work presents the first hardware implementation of a frequency domain multiplier
suitable for ECC and the first hardware implementation of ECC in the frequency domain.
i
We introduce a novel area/time efficient ECC processor architecture which performs all finite
field arithmetic operations in the frequency domain utilizing DFT modular multiplication over
a class of Optimal Extension Fields (OEF). The proposed architecture achieves extension
field modular multiplication in the frequency domain with only a linear number of base
field GF (p) multiplications in addition to a quadratic number of simpler operations such as
addition and bitwise rotation. With its low area and high speed, the proposed architecture
is well suited for ECC in small device environments such as smart cards and wireless sensor
networks nodes.
Finally, we propose an adaptation of the Itoh-Tsujii algorithm to the frequency domain
which can achieve efficient inversion in a class of OEFs relevant to ECC. This is the first
time a frequency domain finite field inversion algorithm is proposed for ECC and we believe
our algorithm will be well suited for efficient constrained hardware implementations of ECC
in affine coordinates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The use of elliptic curves in public key cryptography was first proposed independently by
Koblitz [35] and Miller [55] in 1980s. Since then, elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) has been
the focus of a lot of attention and gained great popularity due to the current best security
estimates indicating that ECC provides the same level of security with much smaller key
sizes compared with conventional public key cryptosystems [44, 45].
The standard protocols in cryptography that utilize the discrete logarithm problem have
analogues in ECC. The standard discrete logarithm problem has sub-exponential complexity,
e.g. using a general number sieve method a discrete logarithm problem in GF (q)∗ can be
solved in sub-exponential time [54]. Whereas, a discrete logarithm on an elliptic curve
E(GF (q)) has exponential complexity in the size n = dlog2 qe of the field elements, e.g. using
the Pollard’s Rho method, one of the best methods for solving discrete logarithm problem
on elliptic curves, one can solve the discrete logarithm problem only in time O(2
n
2 ) [15].
Elliptic curve cryptosystems are computationally more efficient and offer better security
with smaller key sizes compared with traditional public key cryptosystems such as RSA [73]
and discrete logarithm based systems such as ElGamal [27] and Diffie-Hellman [24] algo-
rithms. This makes them a better choice especially for constrained environments such as
smart cards and wireless devices where resources such as power, processing time and memory
are limited.
1
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1.2 Motivation
ECC relies on efficient algorithms for finite field arithmetic operations such as addition,
multiplication and inversion. Optimal Extension Fields (OEF) [9, 8] have been found to
be successful in ECC implementations where resources such as computational power and
memory are constrained [84, 41]. The arithmetic operations in OEFs are much more efficient
than in characteristic two extensions or prime fields due to the use of a large characteristic
base field and the selection of a binomial as the field polynomial.
In the elliptic curve scalar point multiplication, a large number of field multiplications are
computed. Multiplication in GF (pm) is an expensive operation and normally achieved with a
quadratic number of multiplications and additions in the base field GF (p) using the classical
schoolbook method for polynomial multiplication. Integer multiplication is inherently much
more complex than other integer operations such as addition, and it is usually slower and
consumes more power in hardware. This poses a significant problem in constrained environ-
ments such as wireless sensor network nodes and radio frequency identification tags where
computational power is quite limited and the requirement for a large number of complex
operations is not preferred. The Karatsuba algorithm [34] reduces the complexity of multi-
plication in GF (pm) by requiring only a subquadratic number of multiplications in GF (p) in
exchange for an increased number of GF (p) additions. However, the Karatsuba algorithm
is not desirable due to its recursive nature and implementation complexity.
In this dissertation, we address this issue by investigating the practical application of
the number theoretic transform (NTT) based frequency domain multiplication techniques
for operand sizes, as small as 160-bits in length, relevant to ECC. For decades, efficient
implementation of the NTT, also known as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) over a finite
field, has been an active research venue and found many practical applications in digital signal
processing [72, 71, 2, 3, 4, 48, 58, 1, 20, 52, 10, 40, 57, 14, 76, 46, 42, 85, 39, 25, 50, 49, 79]
and coding theory [81, 17, 39, 51]. Furthermore, the NTT is known to be very efficient
for performing large integer arithmetic. The NTT based multiplication method originally
proposed in 1971 by Scho¨nhage and Strassen [75] for integer multiplication provides an
efficient method with the asymptotic complexity O(m logm log logm), for multiplication
of m-bit integers or (m − 1)st degree polynomials [23]. This algorithm was long known
to be asymptotically the fastest, until Fu¨hrer improved upon it in 2007 [28]. However,
unfortunately, both methods bear significant overhead due to the conversions between the
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time and frequency domains which makes them impractical for small operands, e.g. less
than 1000 bits in length as used in many applications. To our knowledge, until our work
no implementation of a cryptosystem had yet been achieved using an NTT based frequency
domain multiplication algorithm. With this dissertation, we investigate for the first time the
practical application of the NTT to a public key cryptosystem, namely ECC and present
efficient parameters for practical application of NTT based finite field multiplication to
the implementation of ECC in constrained environments. This is the first time the use of
NTT based finite field arithmetic is proposed for ECC and shown to be efficient with both
theoretical and hardware implementation results.
1.3 Contribution of the Dissertation
1. The NTT based methods have found many practical applications mostly in digital
signal processing. The asymptotically fastest multiplication algorithms [75, 28] for
integer or polynomial multiplication are also known to be based on the NTT. However,
unfortunately, these methods bear significant overhead due to the conversions between
the time and frequency domains which makes them impractical for small operands,
e.g. less than 1000 bits in length, as used in many applications. In this dissertation,
for the first time, we investigate the application of NTT based multiplication to finite
fields for implementation of ECC in constrained environments with operand sizes as
small as 160 bits in length, and present practical parameters for its efficient application.
This work is published in [68, 66].
2. We introduce an efficient algorithm, named DFT modular multiplication, for computing
Montgomery products of polynomials in the frequency domain. Our algorithm performs
the entire modular multiplication in the frequency domain. It achieves multiplication
in GF (pm) with only a linear number of base field GF (p) multiplications in addition to
a quadratic number of simpler base field operations such as additions/subtractions and
bitwise rotations. We show that, especially in computationally constrained platforms,
multiplication of finite field elements may be achieved more efficiently in the frequency
domain than in the time domain for operand sizes relevant to ECC. This work is
published in [69, 66].
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3. We present the first hardware implementation of a frequency domain multiplier suit-
able for ECC and the first hardware implementation of ECC in the frequency domain.
We present a novel area/time efficient ECC processor architecture which utilizes DFT
modular multiplication and performs all finite field arithmetic operations in the fre-
quency domain in a class of OEFs GF (pm). Our architecture achieves areas between
25k and 50k equivalent gates for implementations of ECC over OEFs of size 169, 289
and 361 bits. With its low area and high speed, the proposed architecture would be
well suited for ECC in small device environments such as wireless sensor networks.
This work is published in [64].
4. We propose an adaptation of the Itoh-Tsujii algorithm to the frequency domain which
can achieve OEF inversion with only a single inversion, O(m logm) multiplications
and constant multiplications, O(m2 logm) additions and O(m2 logm) fixed bitwise
rotations in the base field GF (p) for a class of OEFs GF (pm). To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time a frequency domain finite field inversion algorithm
is proposed for ECC. With its low computational complexity, the proposed algorithm
would be well suited especially for efficient low-power hardware implementation of ECC
using affine coordinates in constrained small devices. This work is published in [70].
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 reviews OEFs and their arithmetic. It also presents a brief overview of elliptic
curves over OEFs, ECC and the NTT. Furthermore, it explains the NTT for representing
OEF elements in the frequency domain.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of multiplication in GF (pm) using the NTT. It establishes
the relationship between the NTT and the residue number system (RNS), and proves that
multiplication in GF (pm) using the NTT is equivalent to an optimal case of multiplication
in GF (pm) using the RNS.
In Chapter 4 special NTTs are investigated and efficient parameters are presented for
their application to finite field multiplication with small operands, e.g. as small as 160 bits
in length, relevant to ECC.
In Chapter 5, a new algorithm, named DFT modular multiplication, is introduced. It
is shown that DFT modular multiplication improves upon the straightforward NTT based
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approach presented in Chapter 3 by performing an entire modular multiplication, including
modular reduction, in the frequency domain. It is shown that in constrained platforms
multiplication of finite field elements may be achieved more efficiently in the frequency
domain, using DFT modular multiplication, than in the time domain even for small operands
relevant to ECC.
In Chapter 6, an efficient hardware architecture for the DFT modular multiplication
algorithm is proposed and an efficient elliptic curve cryptographic processor architecture
is presented which utilizes the proposed multiplier and runs completely in the frequency
domain.
Finally, in Chapter 7 an adaptation of the Itoh-Tsujii algorithm is proposed for the
frequency domain. The proposed algorithm achieves efficient inversion in the frequency
domain in a class of OEFs relevant to ECC.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present some background information on finite fields and the optimal
extension field representation. We describe optimal extension field arithmetic and give a
brief overview on the use of elliptic curves for public key cryptography, with an emphasis
on curves defined over optimal extension fields. Finally, we describe the representation
of optimal extension field elements in the frequency domain using the number theoretic
transform.
2.2 Finite Fields and Polynomial Representation
A field with a finite number of elements is called a finite field or Galois field, denoted by Fq or
GF (q), where q stands for the number of elements in the field [47]. The number of elements
in a finite field is always a prime or a prime power, i.e., q = p or q = pm,where the prime
number p is called the characteristic of the finite field. When q is a prime, i.e. q = p, the
finite field GF (p) is called a prime field. The prime field GF (p) is the field of residue classes
modulo p and its elements are represented by the integers in {0, 1, 2, . . . , p− 1}. When q is a
prime power, i.e. q = pm, the finite field GF (pm) is called an extension field. The extension
field GF (pm) is generated by using an mth degree irreducible polynomial over GF (p) and it
is the field of residue classes modulo the irreducible field generating polynomial. Hence, in
polynomial representation the elements of GF (pm) are represented by polynomials of degree
at most m− 1 with coefficients in GF (p).
6
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2.2.1 Optimal Extension Fields and their Arithmetic
Optimal extension fields (OEF), introduced by Bailey and Paar in [8, 9], are a special class
of finite extension fields which use a field generating polynomial of the form f(x) = xm − w
and have a pseudo-Mersenne prime field characteristic given in the form p = 2n ± c with
log2 c < bn2 c. Theorem 1 provides a simple means to identify irreducible binomials that can
be used in OEF construction.
Theorem 1 [47] Let m ≥ 2 be an integer and w ∈ GF (p)∗. Then the binomial xm − w is
irreducible in GF (p)[x] if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:
1. each prime factor of m divides the order e of w in GF (p)∗;
2. the prime factors of m do not divide p−1
e
;
3. p = 1 mod 4 if m = 0 mod 4.
In OEFs the pseudo-Mersenne prime field characteristic allows efficient reduction in the
base field GF (p) operations and the binary field generating polynomial allows for efficient
reduction in the extension field. OEFs are found to be successful in elliptic curve cryp-
tography implementations where resources such as computational power and memory are
constrained [84, 41]. In OEFs, the standard basis is utilized for representing finite field ele-
ments. An OEF element A ∈ GF (pm) is represented in standard basis by a polynomial of
degree at most m− 1 as
A =
m−1∑
i=0
aix
i = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + . . .+ am−1xm−1,
where ai ∈ GF (p) for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. OEF arithmetic is performed as follows.
Addition/Subtraction:
The addition/subtraction of two field elementsA,B ∈ GF (pm) is performed by adding/subtracting
the polynomial coefficients in GF (p) as follows:
A±B =
m−1∑
i=0
aix
i ±
m−1∑
i=0
bix
i =
m−1∑
i=0
(ai ± bi)xi
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Multiplication:
For A,B ∈ GF (pm), the product C = A ·B is computed in two steps:
1. Polynomial multiplication:
C ′ = A ·B =
2m−2∑
i=0
c′ix
i (2.1)
2. Modular reduction:
C = C ′ mod f(x) (2.2)
=
2m−2∑
i=0
c′ix
i mod xm − w
=
m−1∑
i=0
(c′i + wc
′
i+m)x
i , (2.3)
where c′2m−1 = 0.
In the first step the ordinary product of two polynomials is obtained by computing m2 coef-
ficient multiplications and (m− 1)2 coefficient additions. In the reduction step the binomial
f(x) = xm − w facilitates efficient reduction which may be realized by using only m − 1
constant coefficient multiplications with w and m− 1 additions.
Inversion:
An elegant method for inversion was introduced by Itoh and Tsujii [33]. For A ∈ GF (pm),
where A 6= 0, A−1 is computed in four steps as follows
1. Compute the exponentiation Ae−1 in GF (pm), where e = p
m−1
p−1 ;
2. Compute the product Ae = (Ae−1) · A;
3. Compute the inversion (Ae)−1 in GF (p);
4. Compute the product Ae−1 · (Ae)−1 = A−1 .
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For the particular choice of
e =
pm − 1
p− 1 ,
Ae belongs to the base field GF (p) [47]. This allows the inversion in Step 3 to be computed
in GF (p) instead of the larger field GF (pm). For the exponentiation Ae−1 in Step 1, the
exponent e− 1 can be expanded as follows
e− 1 = p
m − 1
p− 1 − 1 = p
m−1 + pm−2 + . . .+ p2 + p .
This exponentiation is computed by finding the powers Ap
i
. The original Itoh-Tsujii al-
gorithm proposes to use a normal basis representation over GF (2) which turns the pi-th
power exponentiations into simple bitwise rotations. In [29] this technique was adapted by
Guajardo and Paar to work efficiently in standard basis and it was shown that Ae−1 can
be computed by performing at most blog2(m − 1)c + HW (m − 1) − 1 multiplications and
blog2(m − 1)c + HW (m − 1) pi-th power exponentiations in GF (pm), where HW (m) de-
notes the hamming-weight of m. Ap
i
is the i-th iterate of the Frobenius map where a single
iterate is defined as σ(A) = Ap. Using the properties σ(A + B) = σ(A) + σ(B) for any
A,B ∈ GF (pm) and σ(a) = ap = a for any a ∈ GF (p), the exponentiation Api = σi(A) can
be simplified as
Ap
i
=
(
m−1∑
j=0
ajx
j
)pi
=
m−1∑
j=0
(ajx
j)p
i
=
m−1∑
j=0
ajx
jpi . (2.4)
Theorem 2 shows that Ap
i
can be computed by a simple scaled permutation of the coefficients
in the polynomial representation of A.
Theorem 2 [63, 67] For an irreducible binomial f(x) = xm − w defined over GF (p), the
following identity holds for an arbitrary positive integer i and A ∈ GF (pm),
Ap
i
=
(
m−1∑
j=0
ajx
j
)pi
=
m−1∑
j=0
(aj csj)x
sj
where sj = jp
i mod m and csj = w
jpi−sj
m . Furthermore, the sj values are distinct for 0 ≤ j ≤
m− 1.
Using the method in Theorem 2, exponentiations of degree pi may be achieved with the help
of a lookup table of precomputed csj values, using not more than m− 1 constant coefficient
multiplications. When m is prime, Corollary 1 [63, 67] further simplifies this computation
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by showing that sj = jp
i mod m in Theorem 2 equals j and hence no permutations occur
for the coefficients of A.
Corollary 1 [63, 67] If f(x) = xm − w is irreducible over GF (p), m is prime, xj ∈
GF (p)[x] and i is an arbitrary positive rational integer, then (xj)p
i ≡ wtxj (mod f(x)),
where t = jp
i−j
m
.
Proof of Corollary 1 We need to prove that jpi mod m = j, or in other words m|jpi− j.
Since m|(p− 1) is a necessary condition for the existence of the irreducible binomial f(x) =
xm − w over GF (p) for a prime m (see the first condition in Theorem 1), m also divides
jpi − j = j(pi − 1) = j(p− 1)(pi−1 + pi−2 + · · ·+ p+ 1). Hence, the proof is complete. 2
2.3 Elliptic Curve Cryptography
In this section we present a brief overview on elliptic curves, with particular interest in curves
over OEFs, and on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). For detailed information on ECC, the
reader is referred to [15, 30].
2.3.1 Elliptic Curves
An elliptic curve E over a field F is defined by the following Weierstrass equation
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6 , (2.5)
where a1, a3, a2, a4, a6 ∈ F, and the discriminant of E defined as
∆ = −d22d8 − 8d34 − 27d26 + 9d2d4d6 ,
where
d2 = a
2
1 + 4a2 ,
d4 = 2a4 + a1a3 ,
d6 = a
2
3 + 4a6 ,
d8 = a
2
1a6 + 4a2a6 − a1a3a4 + a2a23 − a24 ,
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and ∆ 6= 0. For any extension field K of F, the set of K-rational points on E is
E(K) = {(x, y) ∈ K×K : y2 + a1xy + a3y − x3 − a2x2 − a4x− a6 = 0} ∪ {O}
where O is the point at infinity. Note that E is defined over F and any extension of it. The
condition ∆ 6= 0 guarantees that the curve is smooth, i.e., there is only a single tangent line
at every point of the curve.
Figure 2.1: Point addition on the elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 − 3x.
2.3.2 Elliptic Curve Cryptography over GF (pm) where p > 3
When the characteristic p of a finite field F is different from 2 and 3, through change of vari-
ables the Weierstrass equation in (2.5), defining an elliptic curve over F , can be transformed
into the curve
y2 = x3 + ax+ b
where a, b ∈ F and ∆ = −16(4a3 + 27b2). In this case, for an extension field K of F , E(K)
together with the point O, serving as the identity element, forms an abelian group with the
group law defined as follows.
1. Identity Element: For all P ∈ E(K), P +O = O + P = P and O = −O .
2. Negative of an Element: If P = (x, y) ∈ E(K), −P = (x,−y) ∈ E(K) and (x, y) +
(x,−y) = O .
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3. Point Addition and Doubling: Let P1 = (x1, y1) and P2 = (x2, y2) be points on the
curve E(K). P3 = (x3, y3), where P3 = P1+P2 and P1 6= −P2, can be found as follows:
x3 = λ
2 − x1 − x2 (2.6)
y3 = λ(x1 − x3)− y1 (2.7)
where
λ =

y2−y1
x2−x1 , if P1 6= P2
3x21+a
2y1
, if P1 = P2
The elliptic curve group law can be interpreted geometrically as shown in Figure 2.1.
Note here that a straight line crossing an elliptic curve intersects it at no more than
three points and the point addition of these intersection points under the elliptic curve
group law results in the identity element, i.e., the point at infinity O. A straight line
may intersect an elliptic curve in mainly four different ways and the group law may be
interpreted accordingly as follows:
• If a straight line intersects an elliptic curve at a single point T , i.e., if it is tangent,
the intersection point is counted twice and hence 2T = O.
• If a straight line perpendicular to the x axis intersects an elliptic curve at two
points P and P ′, then P + P ′ = O and hence −P = P ′.
• If a straight line intersects an elliptic curve at two points P and S, where S is a
tangent, then P + 2S = O and hence 2S = −P .
• If a straight line intersects an elliptic curve at three points P , Q and R, then
P +Q+R = O and hence Q+R = −P which is the mirror image of P over the
x axis, i.e., P ′ in Figure 2.1.
Elliptic Curve Point Multiplication:
The main operation in an elliptic curve cryptosystem is the point multiplication or scalar
multiplication which is the computation of k ·P where P is a point on an elliptic curve E and
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k is an integer. The security of an elliptic curve cryptosystem relies on the intractability of
solving the additive discrete logarithm problem, i.e., finding the value of k for a given point
k · P , where the point P generates a sufficiently large subgroup over E.
Point multiplication is achieved through repeated point additions and doublings, and
constitutes the majority of the computational workload in public key cryptosystems based
on elliptic curves. For instance, the Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm using an elliptic
curve can be achieved as follows. Let Alice and Bob be two parties who want to generate a
common secret key s. They select a random common point P over E. They also choose their
random private keys as positive integers rA and rB, where both rA and rB are less than the
order of P in the additive elliptic curve group, and announce pA = rA · P and pB = rB · P
as their public keys, respectively. In this case, each party can compute the common secret
key by using his/her own private key and the other party’s public key as
rA · pB = rA · rB · P
and
rB · pA = rB · rA · P
which result in the same point on the elliptic curve and both parties can use the x coordinate
of this common point as their common secret key s.
2.4 Number Theoretic Transform
The number theoretic transform (NTT) over a ring, also known as the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) over a finite field, was introduced by Pollard [62]. The NTT computations
over GF (p) are defined by utilizing a dth primitive root of unity, denoted by r, from GF (p)
or a finite extension of GF (p).
Definition 1 r is a primitive dth root of unity modulo n if rd = 1 (mod n) and rd/t− 1 6= 0
(mod n) for any prime divisor t of d.
For a sequence (a) of length d whose entries are from GF (p), the forward NTT of (a) over
GF (p), denoted by (A), can be computed as
Aj =
d−1∑
i=0
air
ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1 . (2.8)
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Here we refer to the elements of (a) and (A) by ai and Ai, respectively, for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1.
Likewise, the inverse NTT of (A) over GF (p) can be computed as
ai =
1
d
·
d−1∑
j=0
Ajr
−ij , 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 . (2.9)
The sequences (a) and (A) are referred to as the time and frequency domain representations,
respectively, of the same sequence.
Note that unlike the complex number r = ej2pi/d generally used as the d-th primitive root
of unity in the DFT computations, a finite field or ring element r can be utilized for the same
purpose in an NTT. Choosing r = ±2 turns multiplications with powers of r into simple
shift operations and thus enables very efficient NTT computations. However, we would like
to caution the reader that in an NTT over GF (p), the modulus p and the transform length d
can not be chosen independently of each other. For an NTT of length d to exist over GF (p),
the condition d|p−1 should be satisfied1. Note that, in this case, the equality GCD(d, p) = 1
holds for the greatest common denominator of d and p, and hence the inverse of d in GF (p),
which is needed for the inverse NTT computations, always exists. For further information
on the NTT, we refer the reader to [52, 14, 39] .
2.4.1 Representing OEF Elements in the Frequency Domain
Using the NTT, one can convert an element of an OEF GF (pm), which is a polynomial
of degree at most (m − 1) with coefficients in GF (p), into its frequency domain sequence
representation. For instance, for a(x) ∈ GF (pm) represented as
a(x) = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + . . .+ am−1xm−1 ,
one can form a d ≥ m element sequence by using its ordered coefficients as
(a) = (a0, a1, a2, . . . , am−1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) , (2.10)
where d−m zeros are appended to the right when d > m. By applying the NTT formula in
(2.8) over the sequence (a), the frequency domain representation (A) of a(x) can be obtained
as the following sequence
1Likewise, if the NTT is performed over a finite ring Zn, i.e. if the transform modulus is a composite
number of the form n = pe11 p
e2
2 p
e3
3 . . . p
ek
k , where p1, p2, p3, . . . , pk are prime, then d must divide gcd(p1 −
1, p2 − 1, p2 − 1, p3 − 1, . . . , pk − 1) [4].
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(A) = (A0, A1, A2, . . . , Am−1, . . . , Ad−1) . (2.11)
It is possible to achieve finite field arithmetic in the frequency domain by using the frequency
domain representations of OEF elements. In the following chapters, we will present efficient
algorithms which realize OEF arithmetic operations such as multiplication and inversion in
the frequency domain.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented an overview on finite fields, OEFs and ECC. Furthermore,
we mentioned about the NTT and the representation of OEF elements in the frequency
domain using the NTT. In Chapter 3, we will prove the connection between the NTT and
the residue number system. Furthermore, we will present a simple algorithm explaining
frequency domain multiplication in GF (pm) using the NTT.
Chapter 3
Finite Field Multiplication Using the
Number Theoretic Transform1
3.1 Introduction
We begin this chapter by presenting a straightforward algorithm for achieving multiplication
in GF (pm) using the number theoretic transform (NTT). Then we show the relationship
between the NTT and the residue number system (RNS) [83, 78, 77] and prove that the
frequency domain representation of a polynomial is equivalent to its RNS representation
provided that the RNS is defined by a special group of modulus polynomials. Furthermore,
we prove that the straightforward NTT based algorithm for multiplication in GF (pm) is
computationally equivalent to an optimal case of multiplication in GF (pm) using the RNS.
3.2 Multiplication in GF (pm) Using the NTT
In Section 2.4, we learned about the NTT which is also known as the DFT over a finite
field. A significant application of the DFT is convolution. Convolution of two d-element
sequences (a) and (b) in the time domain results in another d-element sequence (c) and can
be computed as follows:
ci =
d−1∑
j=0
ajbi−j mod d , 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 . (3.1)
1The material presented in this chapter is included in [66].
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According to the convolution theorem, the above convolution operation in the time domain
is equivalent to the following computation in the frequency domain:
Ci = Ai ·Bi , 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 , (3.2)
where (A), (B) and (C) denote the DFTs of (a), (b) and (c), respectively. Hence, convolution
of two d-element sequences in the time domain, with complexity O(d2), is equivalent to
simple pairwise multiplication of the DFTs of these sequences and has a surprisingly low
O(d) complexity. For details of the DFT, convolution theorem and their applications, the
interested reader is referred to [18, 80, 60]. In this dissertation we are interested in the DFT
in the context of finite fields, therefore we will use the terms DFT and NTT interchangeably.
Note that the summation in (3.1) is the cyclic convolution of the sequences (a) and (b).
We have seen in (3.2) that this cyclic convolution can be computed very efficiently in the
frequency domain by pairwise coefficient multiplications. Multiplication of two polynomi-
als, on the other hand, is equivalent to the acyclic (linear) convolution of the polynomial
coefficients. However, if we represent elements of GF (pm), which are at most (m − 1)st
degree polynomials with coefficients in GF (p), with at least d = (2m− 1) element sequences
by appending zeros at the end, then the cyclic convolution of two such sequences will be
equivalent to their acyclic convolution and hence give us their polynomial multiplication.
Remember in (2.10) that one can form sequences by taking the ordered coefficients of
polynomials. For instance,
a(x) = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + . . .+ am−1xm−1 ,
an element of GF (pm) in polynomial representation, can be interpreted as the following
d ≥ m element sequence after appending d−m zeros to the right:
(a) = (a0, a1, a2, . . . , am−1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) . (3.3)
For a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (pm), and for d ≥ 2m− 1, the cyclic convolution of (a) and (b) yields a
sequence (c) whose first 2m− 1 entries can be interpreted as the coefficients of a polynomial
c(x) such that c(x) = a(x) · b(x). The computation of this cyclic convolution can be per-
formed by simple pairwise coefficient multiplications in the frequency domain. The below
straightforward algorithm, presented as Algorithm 1, realizes the polynomial multiplication
c(x) = a(x) · b(x) in the frequency domain. Note that Algorithm 1 computes the polynomial
product in the frequency domain but the final reduction by the field generating polynomial
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remains to be computed in the time domain.
Algorithm 1 Polynomial Multiplication by the Direct Application of the NTT
Input: a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (pm)
Output: c(x) = a(x) · b(x)
1: Interpret a(x) and b(x) as the sequences (a) and (b) with length d ≥ 2m− 1
2: Convert (a) and (b) into (A) and (B) using the NTT as in (2.8)
3: Multiply (A) with (B) to compute (C) as in (3.2)
4: Convert (C) to (c) using the inverse NTT as in (2.9)
5: Interpret the first 2m− 1 coefficients of (c) as the coefficients of c(x) = a(x) · b(x)
6: Return c(x)
3.3 On the Relationship Between the NTT and RNS
In this section we describe the RNS and prove that the NTT is a special case of the RNS.
3.3.1 RNS and the Chinese Remainder Theorem
An RNS [83, 78, 77] can represent a large polynomial using a set of smaller polynomials. For
a polynomial a(x) and a modulus polynomial
P (x) =
d−1∏
i=0
pi(x) ,
made up of relatively prime factors pi(x), for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, a(x) mod P (x) can be uniquely
represented by its residues modulo the polynomials pi(x), for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, which define an
RNS. Hence, provided that
deg(a(x)) < deg(P (x))
holds for the degrees of a(x) and P (x), a(x) can be uniquely represented in this RNS by its
residues given as (〈a(x)〉p0(x), 〈a(x)〉p1(x), . . . , 〈a(x)〉pd−1(x)) , (3.4)
where 〈a(x)〉pi(x) denotes a(x) mod pi(x).
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Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), the conversion from the RNS represen-
tation back to the normal polynomial representation can be achieved as
a(x) =
d−1∑
i=0
〈a(x)〉pi(x) · Pi(x) , (3.5)
where
Pi(x) =
(
P (x)
pi(x)
)
·
((
P (x)
pi(x)
)−1
mod pi(x)
)
, 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 . (3.6)
3.3.2 On the Equivalence of the NTT and RNS
With Theorem 3, we show that the NTT is a special case of the RNS.
Theorem 3 Computing the d-element NTT of the sequence (a) corresponding to a(x) ∈
GF (pm), as described with (2.11) where d ≥ m, is equivalent to computing the RNS represen-
tation of a(x), as described in (3.4), in the RNS with the modulus polynomials pi(x) = x−ri,
for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, where r is the dth primitive root of unity used for the NTT.
Proof of Theorem 3 Let (A), with elements Ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, denote the NTT of (a)
corresponding to a(x), and let
(〈a(x)〉p0(x), 〈a(x)〉p1(x), . . . , 〈a(x)〉pd−1(x)), with pi(x) = x− ri
for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, denote the RNS representation of a(x). We need to show that Ai =
〈a(x)〉pi(x). Remember in (2.8) that the coefficients of (A) are computed as follows
Ai =
d−1∑
j=0
ajr
ji , 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 . (3.7)
Likewise, for a(x) represented as
a(x) =
m−1∑
j=0
ajx
j
in standard basis, the ith residue of a(x), modulo pi(x) = x − ri, for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, can be
computed as
〈a(x)〉pi(x) = a(x) mod (x− ri)
= a(ri)
=
m−1∑
j=0
ajr
ji
=
d−1∑
j=0
ajr
ji , (3.8)
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where aj = 0 for m ≤ j ≤ d− 1. Since the summations in (3.7) and (3.8) are equivalent, the
NTT and RNS representations of a(x) are equivalent. 2
3.3.3 Polynomial Multiplication Using the RNS
The RNS representation facilitates a divide-and-conquer method for polynomial multipli-
cation. If the degree of a product polynomial c(x) = a(x) · b(x) is less than the degree
of an RNS modulus P (x), then the multiplication of a(x) and b(x) can be achieved in the
RNS representation by simply multiplying their corresponding residues. The computation
of c(x) = a(x) · b(x) can be conducted in the RNS representation as(〈c(x)〉p0(x), 〈c(x)〉p1(x), . . . , 〈c(x)〉pk−1(x)) ,
where
〈c(x)〉pi(x) = 〈 〈a(x)〉pi(x) · 〈b(x)〉pi(x) 〉pi(x) .
Thus, multiplication of two polynomials can be achieved in a completely parallel manner with
minimal effort using the RNS representation. If the modulus polynomials pi(x), for 0 ≤ i ≤
d−1, defining the RNS are all first degree binomials, then polynomial multiplication using the
RNS representation can be achieved with the minimal number of coefficient multiplications
which is only linear in the number of polynomial coefficients.
The following algorithm achieves polynomial multiplication of a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (pm) using
the RNS representation. We would like to note that, similar to Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2
achieves only the polynomial multiplication of the finite field elements and the final modular
reduction by the field generating polynomial remains to be computed.
Algorithm 2 RNS Polynomial Multiplication Using the CRT
Input: a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (pm)
Output: c(x) = a(x) · b(x)
1: Obtain 〈a(x)〉pi(x) and 〈b(x)〉pi(x), for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, where d ≥ 2m− 1
2: Compute 〈c(x)〉pi(x) = 〈a(x)〉pi(x) · 〈b(x)〉pi(x), for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1
3: Obtain c(x) from 〈c(x)〉pi(x), for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, using the CRT as described in (3.5)
4: Return c(x)
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3.3.4 On the Equivalence of the Polynomial Multiplication Algo-
rithms Using the NTT and RNS
In Section 3.3.2 we saw the relationship between the NTT and RNS. Now, we will prove with
Theorem 5 that Algorithm 1 which utilizes the NTT using a dth primitive root of unity r is
equivalent to Algorithm 2, which performs multiplication in GF (pm) utilizing the RNS and
CRT, when the modulus polynomials defining the RNS in Algorithm 2 are the first degree
binomials pi(x) = x − ri, for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1. We first present the following theorem which
will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.
Theorem 4 For a dth primitive root of unity r, the following equality holds:
xd − 1 = (x− r0)(x− r1)(x− r2) · · · (x− rd−1) (3.9)
Proof of Theorem 4 Any polynomial of degree d is uniquely identified by its d roots.
Hence, it suffices to show that xd − 1 and (x − r0)(x − r1)(x − r2) · · · (x − rd−1) have the
same roots in order to prove that they are equivalent. Clearly, since r is a dth primitive root
of unity, ri is a distinct root of (x−r0)(x−r1)(x−r2) · · · (x−rd−1) for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , d−1.
Furthermore, again since r is a dth primitive root of unity, rd = 1 and (ri)d− 1 = (rd)i− 1 =
1i − 1 = 0 for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , d − 1. Hence, ri is also a root of the polynomial xd − 1 for
i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , d − 1. Thus, since the two polynomials xd − 1 and (x − r0)(x − r1)(x −
r2) · · · (x− rd−1) have the same roots, they are equivalent. 2
Theorem 5 describes the relationship between Algorithm 2, which uses the RNS and CRT,
and Algorithm 1 which uses the NTT.
Theorem 5 Algorithm 1, which utilizes the NTT with a primitive root of unity r of order
d ≥ 2m− 1 for multiplication in GF (pm), is equivalent to Algorithm 2 which realizes multi-
plication in GF (pm) utilizing the RNS defined by the relatively prime binomials x−r0, x−r1,
x− r2, . . . , x− rd−1.
Proof of Theorem 5 Due to the convolution theorem [18, 60], pairwise multiplication of
the elements of two d-element sequences in the frequency domain corresponds to the cyclic
convolution of the two sequences in the time domain. Hence, by pairwise multiplying the
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frequency domain representations of two input polynomials, Algorithm 1 yields a product
which is the cyclic convolution of the input polynomials and thus equals a(x)·b(x) mod xd−1.
On the other hand, Algorithm 2 computes a(x)·b(x) mod P (x), where P (x) = ∏
0≤i≤d−1
(x−ri),
which is equal to a(x) · b(x) mod xd − 1 due to Theorem 4. Hence, Algorithms 1 and 2 are
equivalent. 2
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we established the relationship between the NTT and RNS, and proved that
the NTT is a special case of the RNS. The NTT based method for finite field multiplication in
GF (pm), presented with Algorithm 1, or the equivalent RNS based method presented with
Algorithm 2, has only O(m) complexity in terms of the required GF (p) multiplications,
ignoring the conversions which have O(m2) complexity. In the next chapter, we will provide
efficient parameters for Algorithm 1 which facilitate extremely efficient conversions between
the time and frequency domains, and thus help meet the minimal theoretical bound of 2m−1
for the number of required multiplications in GF (p) to achieve a multiplication in GF (pm)
where p is an odd prime [83].
Chapter 4
Number Theoretic Transforms for
Efficient Multiplication in GF (pm) for
Elliptic Curve Cryptography1
4.1 Introduction
Frequency domain finite field multiplication, as described with Algorithm 1 in Chapter 3,
can be sped up by using special parameters for the NTT computations. In this chapter, we
present an overview of specialized NTTs and provide lists of efficient parameters, relevant
to ECC, for their application to multiplication in GF (pm) using Algorithm 1.
4.2 Mersenne Transform
An NTT of special interest is the Mersenne transform, which is an NTT with arithmetic
modulo a Mersenne number of the form Mn = 2
n − 1 [71]. The Mersenne transform allows
for very efficient forward and inverse NTT operations for r = ±2. Multiplication of an n-
bit number with integer powers of 2 modulo Mn can be achieved with a simple bitwise left
rotation of the n-bit number, e.g. multiplication of an n-bit number with 2i modulo Mn can
be achieved with a simple bitwise left rotation by i mod n bits. Similarly, multiplication of
an n-bit number with integer powers of −2 moduloMn can be achieved with a simple bitwise
left rotation of the number, in addition to a negation if the power of −2 is odd. Also, note
1The material presented in this chapter is included in [68, 66].
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that negation of an n-bit number modulo Mn can simply be achieved by flipping all n bits
of the number. Hence, when r = ±2 all of the multiplications by powers of r in the forward
and inverse NTT computations in a Mersenne transform can be achieved with simple bitwise
rotations. In this case, for a transform length of d, the forward NTT computation can be
achieved with only (d−1)2 simple rotations and d(d−1) additions/subtractions avoiding any
multiplications. For the inverse NTT computation additional d constant multiplications with
1/d modMn are required. Hence, when p is a Mersenne prime, multiplication in GF (p
m)
using Algorithm 1 has only O(m) complexity in terms of GF (p) multiplications and O(m2)
complexity in terms of GF (p) additions/subtractions and rotations. For a more detailed
complexity analysis and efficient implementation ideas for the Mersenne transform, we refer
the interested reader to [71].
Remember that, as in all number theoretic transforms, in a Mersenne transform the val-
ues of the sequence length d and the dth primitive root of unity r are dependent on each
other and can not be chosen independently. In a Mersenne transform over GF (p), where
p = Mn = 2
n − 1 is a Mersenne prime, and for r = ±2, the following equalities hold deter-
mining the relationship between d and r:
d =
 n , r = 22n , r = −2
In Table 4.1, we provide a list of parameters for utilizing the Mersenne transform which may
yield efficient multiplication in GF (pm) in the frequency domain, e.g. by using Algorithm 1
in Chapter 3, for operand sizes relevant to ECC. Note that when p = Mn = 2
n − 1, r = 2,
d = n and m = (n + 1)/2, Algorithm 1 performs multiplication in GF (pm) meeting the
minimal theoretical bound of 2m− 1 for the number of required GF (p) multiplications [83].
4.3 Pseudo-Mersenne Transform
Similar to the Mersenne transform achieved modulo a Mersenne number, an NTT modulo
an integer submultiple of a Mersenne number, e.g., Mn/t = (2
n − 1)/t for an integer t >
1, can also be performed efficiently and is called the pseudo-Mersenne transform [58]. In
a pseudo-Mersenne transform all arithmetic operations can be achieved using Mersenne
number arithmetic modulo the Mersenne number Mn and only the final result needs to
be reduced modulo Mn/t. Hence, the pseudo-Mersenne transform, similar to the Mersenne
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p =Mn = 2
n − 1 m d r equivalent binary field size
213 − 1 11 26 −2 ∼ 2143
213 − 1 12 26 −2 ∼ 2156
213 − 1 13 26 −2 ∼ 2169
217 − 1 9 17 2 ∼ 2153
217 − 1 11 34 −2 ∼ 2187
217 − 1 12 34 −2 ∼ 2204
217 − 1 13 34 −2 ∼ 2221
217 − 1 14 34 −2 ∼ 2238
217 − 1 15 34 −2 ∼ 2255
217 − 1 16 34 −2 ∼ 2272
217 − 1 17 34 −2 ∼ 2289
219 − 1 10 19 2 ∼ 2190
219 − 1 11 38 −2 ∼ 2209
219 − 1 12 38 −2 ∼ 2228
219 − 1 13 38 −2 ∼ 2247
219 − 1 14 38 −2 ∼ 2266
219 − 1 15 38 −2 ∼ 2285
219 − 1 16 38 −2 ∼ 2304
219 − 1 17 38 −2 ∼ 2323
219 − 1 18 38 −2 ∼ 2342
219 − 1 19 38 −2 ∼ 2361
231 − 1 11 31 2 ∼ 2341
231 − 1 12 31 2 ∼ 2372
231 − 1 13 31 2 ∼ 2403
Table 4.1: List of some p = Mn, m, d and r = ±2 values for efficient multiplication in
GF (pm) in the frequency domain for ECC over finite fields of size 143 to 403 bits
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transform, allows for very efficient forward and inverse NTT operations for r = ±2, since
intermediary multiplications with integer powers of ±2 can be achieved using arithmetic
modulo Mn, rather than Mn/t, with a simple bitwise rotation, in addition to a negation if
the power of r = −2 is odd. Also, remember that negation of an n-bit number modulo Mn
can simply be achieved by flipping all n bits of the number. Thus, for a transform length of d,
the forward NTT computation can be achieved with only (d−1)2 simple rotations and d(d−
1) additions/subtractions avoiding any multiplications. For the inverse NTT computation
additional d constant multiplications with 1/d modMn/t are required. Hence, when p is a
pseudo-Mersenne prime, multiplication in GF (pm) using Algorithm 1 in Chapter 3 has only
O(m) complexity in terms of GF (p) multiplications and O(m2) complexity in terms of GF (p)
additions/subtractions and rotations. We will see in Section 4.6 that for the cases when
p =Mn/t is a Fermat prime, with the use of the fast Fourier transform, this complexity can
be further reduced to O(m logm) in terms of the number of required additions/subtractions
and rotations. Although the pseudo-Mersenne transform increases the number of available
transform lengths for the Mersenne transform, it has the downside of increasing the word
size for the intermediary arithmetic operations from n − log2 t to n for a pseudo-Mersenne
transform modulo Mn/t = (2
n − 1)/t. In Table 4.2, we provide a list of parameters for
utilizing the pseudo-Mersenne transform which may yield efficient multiplication in GF (pm)
in the frequency domain, e.g. by using Algorithm 1 in Chapter 3, for operand sizes relevant
to ECC.
4.4 Fermat Transform
A positive integer of the form Fn = 2
2n + 1, where n > 0, is called a Fermat number.
Fermat numbers which are prime are called Fermat primes. Similar to Mersenne primes,
Fermat primes are popular choices as finite field characteristics since modular reductions
by them can be achieved with simple addition/subtraction and shift operations. A number
theoretic transform with arithmetic modulo a Fermat number is called the Fermat Transform
[72, 71, 2, 3]. Fermat transforms were first defined and proposed for fast convolution and
digital filtering by Agarwal and Burrus [2, 3]. In this work, we provide efficient parameters
for their use in finite field multiplication, e.g. as with Algorithm 1 in Chapter 3, which may
find applications in cryptography.
The Fermat transform allows for very efficient forward and inverse NTT computations for
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p =Mn/t = (2
n − 1)/t m d r equivalent binary field size
(215 − 1)/217 15 30 −2 ∼ 2120
(223 − 1)/47 9 23 2 ∼ 2162
(223 − 1)/47 10 23 2 ∼ 2180
(223 − 1)/47 11 23 2 ∼ 2198
(223 − 1)/47 12 23 2 ∼ 2216
(223 − 1)/47 17 46 −2 ∼ 2306
(223 − 1)/47 18 46 −2 ∼ 2324
(223 − 1)/47 19 46 −2 ∼ 2342
(223 − 1)/47 20 46 −2 ∼ 2360
(223 − 1)/47 21 46 −2 ∼ 2378
(223 − 1)/47 22 46 −2 ∼ 2396
(223 − 1)/47 23 46 −2 ∼ 2414
(227 − 1)/511 11 27 2 ∼ 2209
(227 − 1)/511 12 27 2 ∼ 2228
(227 − 1)/511 13 27 2 ∼ 2247
(227 − 1)/511 14 27 2 ∼ 2266
(232 − 1)/65535 13 32 2 ∼ 2221
(232 − 1)/65535 14 32 2 ∼ 2238
(232 − 1)/65535 15 32 2 ∼ 2255
(232 − 1)/65535 16 32 2 ∼ 2272
(233 − 1)/14329 17 33 2 ∼ 2340
(237 − 1)/223 11 37 2 ∼ 2330
(237 − 1)/223 12 37 2 ∼ 2360
(237 − 1)/223 13 37 2 ∼ 2390
(237 − 1)/223 14 37 2 ∼ 2420
(237 − 1)/223 15 37 2 ∼ 2450
(237 − 1)/223 16 37 2 ∼ 2480
(237 − 1)/223 17 37 2 ∼ 2510
(237 − 1)/223 18 37 2 ∼ 2540
(237 − 1)/223 19 37 2 ∼ 2570
Table 4.2: List of some p = Mn/t, m, d and r = ±2 values for efficient multiplication in
GF (pm) in the frequency domain for ECC over finite fields of size 120 to 570 bits
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r = 22
k
, where k is a non-negative integer. For a Fermat prime p = 22
n
+1, 22
n+1 ≡ 1 (mod p)
and r = 2 is a dth primitive root of unity where d = 2n+1. Likewise, r = 22
k
, for k ≤ n+1, is
a dth primitive root of unity where d = 2n+1−k. Thus, since d is a power of 2 in this case, as
we will see in Section 4.6 the fast Fourier transform [21] can be applied very efficiently for the
NTT computations which significantly reduces the complexity of Algorithm 1 in Chapter 3.
Also, all modular multiplications by powers of r = 22
k
can be achieved by simple shift and
subtraction operations. In this case, a modular multiplication by a power of r is slightly
more complex than that in the Mersenne transform where the same operation can be achieved
with a mere bitwise rotation. However, since Fn = 2
2n + 1 = 2
2n+1−1
22n−1 , the Fermat transform
modulo Fn = 2
2n +1 is equivalent to the corresponding pseudo-Mersenne transform modulo
M2n+1/(2
2n − 1) = 22n+1−1
22n−1 and can be achieved via Mersenne number arithmetic modulo the
Mersenne number 22
n+1 − 1. Thus, one can achieve all multiplications by powers of r = 22k
with simple bitwise rotations. The advantage of this approach compared with the Fermat
transform using the Fermat number arithmetic is that modular multiplications with powers
of r become mere rotations and can be achieved very easily, however it has the drawback
of having almost the twice increase in the word size of the operands. Hence, when p is a
Fermat number, the complexity of multiplication in GF (pm) using the Fermat transform
is only O(m) multiplications and O(m logm) additions/subtractions and shifts in terms of
GF (p) operations. In Table 4.3, we present a list of some Fermat primes and values for d
and m that allow for application of the fast Fourier transform (see Section 4.6) and thus
possibly efficient multiplication in GF (pm) in the frequency domain, e.g. as with Algorithm 1
in Chapter 3, for operand sizes relevant to ECC.
Efficient Fermat transform is also possible with a dth primitive root of unity of the form
r = (
√
2)k, for a positive integer k, thanks to the following relationship
√
2 ≡ 2e/4(2e/2 − 1) (mod 2e + 1) .
Thus, when r = (
√
2)k in a Fermat transform modulo Fn = 2
2n + 1 or a pseudo-Fermat
transform modulo Fn/t =
22
n
+1
t
(see Section 4.5), r = (
√
2)ki = 2a − 2b for some positive
integers a and b, and hence all multiplications by powers of r = (
√
2)k can be carried out
with at most two shifts/rotations and a subtraction.
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p = Fn = 2
2n + 1 m d r equivalent binary field size
22
3
+ 1 13 32
√
2 117
22
3
+ 1 14 32
√
2 126
22
3
+ 1 15 32
√
2 135
22
3
+ 1 16 32
√
2 144
22
4
+ 1 7 16 22 119
22
4
+ 1 8 16 22 136
22
4
+ 1 13 32 2 221
22
4
+ 1 14 32 2 238
22
4
+ 1 15 32 2 255
22
4
+ 1 16 32 2 272
22
4
+ 1 29 64
√
2 478
22
4
+ 1 30 64
√
2 495
22
4
+ 1 31 64
√
2 512
22
4
+ 1 32 64
√
2 544
Table 4.3: List of Fermat primes p = Fn = 2
2n + 1 and d, r, m values for efficient multi-
plication in GF (pm) in the frequency domain for ECC over finite fields of size 117 to 544
bits
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4.5 Pseudo-Fermat Transform
An NTT can also be efficiently performed modulo a pseudo-Fermat prime of the form
Fn/t =
2n+1
t
for a positive integer t, and is called the pseudo-Fermat transform [59]. In
a pseudo-Fermat transform, all intermediary arithmetic operations can be carried out us-
ing Fermat number arithmetic modulo 2n + 1 or Mersenne number arithmetic modulo the
Mersenne number Mn+1 = 2
n+1 − 1 = (2n + 1) · (2n − 1) and only the final result needs to
be reduced modulo Fn/t =
2n+1
t
. Hence, the pseudo-Fermat transform retains some of the
computational advantages of the Mersenne transform and introduces further variety in the
available transform lengths in the expense of increasing the word size for the intermediary
arithmetic operations from n + 1 − log2 t to n + 1 for a pseudo-Fermat transform modulo
Fn/t =
2n+1
t
. In Table 4.4, we present a list of pseudo-Fermat primes and corresponding
transform parameters suitable for finite field multiplication in GF (pm), e.g. as with Algo-
rithm 1 of Chapter 3, relevant to ECC.
4.6 Fast Fourier Transform
An extremely efficient method for computing the DFT is the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [31,
21, 82]. The FFT algorithm works by exploiting the symmetry of the DFT computation and
the periodicity of the dth primitive root of unity r when the sequence length d is a composite
number. For instance, if a sequence is of even length, i.e. if its length d is divisible by
two, then by applying the FFT the DFT computation of this d-element sequence is basically
reduced to the DFT computations of two (d/2)-element sequences, namely the sequence com-
prising only the even indexed elements of the original sequence and the sequence comprising
only the odd indexed elements of the original sequence. The DFT of a d-element sequence
(a), where d is divisible by 2, can be expressed as follows:
Aj =
d−1∑
i=0
air
ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1
=
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2ir
2ij +
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2i+1r
(2i+1)j , 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1
=
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2i(r
2)ij + rj
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2i+1(r
2)ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1 . (4.1)
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p = Fn/t = (2
n + 1)/t m d r equivalent binary field size
(213 + 1)/3 13 26 2 ∼ 2156
(215 + 1)/99 15 30 2 ∼ 2135
(217 + 1)/3 17 34 2 ∼ 2272
(219 + 1)/3 19 38 2 ∼ 2342
(219 + 1)/3 10 19 22 ∼ 2180
(220 + 1)/17 8 16 (
√
2)5 ∼ 2128
(220 + 1)/17 20 40 2 ∼ 2320
(220 + 1)/17 10 20 22 ∼ 2160
(221 + 1)/387 21 42 2 ∼ 2273
(222 + 1)/1985 22 44 2 ∼ 2264
(222 + 1)/1985 11 22 22 ∼ 2132
(223 + 1)/3 23 46 2 ∼ 2506
(227 + 1)/1539 27 54 2 ∼ 2459
(227 + 1)/1539 9 18 23 ∼ 2153
(228 + 1)/17 14 28 22 ∼ 2336
(228 + 1)/17 7 14 24 ∼ 2168
(232 + 1)/641 16 32 22 ∼ 2368
(232 + 1)/641 8 16 24 ∼ 2184
Table 4.4: List of some p = Fn/t, m, d and r = ±2 values for efficient multiplication in
GF (pm) in the frequency domain for ECC over finite fields of size 128 to 506 bits
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Note that when r is a dth primitive root of unity, r2 is a (d
2
)th primitive root of unity. Hence,
the above d-element DFT computation of Aj, for 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1, can be performed with two
(d
2
)-element DFTs which are the DFTs of the (d
2
)-element sequences consisting of the even
indexed elements and the odd indexed elements of (a). In (4.1), the first and the second
summations correspond to the (d
2
)-element DFTs of the sequences comprising the even and
odd indexed elements of (a), respectively. Here, Aj needs to be computed for 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1,
not for 0 ≤ j ≤ d
2
− 1. However, (r2)j is periodic with d
2
for a dth primitive root of unity r
and d even, and hence rj+
d
2 = −rj. Thus, the equalities
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2i(r
2)i(j+
d
2
) =
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2i(r
2)ij
and
rj+
d
2
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2i+1(r
2)i(j+
d
2
) = −rj
d
2
−1∑
i=0
a2i+1(r
2)ij
hold. Therefore, once Aj is computed for 0 ≤ j ≤ d2 − 1 as in (4.1) by performing two
(d
2
)-element DFTs, d
2
− 1 multiplications for multiplications of the second summations by
rj (for j = 0 no multiplication is necessary for a multiplication by rj) and d
2
additions for
merging the two summations together, we can compute Aj for
d
2
≤ j ≤ d − 1 immediately
by using the same already computed summations and with only additional d
2
subtractions
for merging the two summations. The inverse FFT can be computed in a similar manner
as the forward FFT with the exception of the minus signs in front of the powers of r and d
additional constant multiplications due to the multiplications with d−1. When d is a power
of two, the same approach can easily be applied recursively, surprisingly reducing the O(d2)
complexity of the DFT computation to O(d log2 d). Likewise, if d is a power of three, a
similar approach could be be applied recursively to reduce the O(d2) complexity of the DFT
computation to O(d log3 d). As shown in [82], the symmetry of the DFT and the periodicity
of r can similarly be exploited recursively whenever d is a composite number.
Unfortunately, the full recursive application of the FFT to NTT, for multiplication in
GF (pm) using Algorithm 1, would find limited application since there are only a limited
number of cases in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 where the available sequence length d is
highly composite, e.g. a power of 2 or another small prime number. Application of the
FFT to NTT, and thus to Algorithm 1, is most suited when the field characteristic is a
Fermat prime or a pseudo-Fermat prime, as for the cases presented with Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
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However, in applications of Algorithm 1 utilizing the Mersenne transform, where arithmetic
operations can be performed more efficiently modulo a Mersenne prime Mn = 2
n − 1, the
allowable sequence length d is either the prime number n (for r = 2) or 2n (for r = −2).
Hence, either d = n is prime and the FFT algorithm can not be applied at all or d = 2n and
only a single level of recursion is allowed in the FFT operations which would have limited
computational advantage.
In the next chapter, we introduce the DFT modular multiplication algorithm which
achieves both multiplication and modular reduction in the frequency domain and could
be more efficient than Algorithm 1 of Chapter 3 or other efficient methods, especially for
multiplication in Mersenne fields.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented special parameters which speed up the NTT computations,
and thus multiplication in GF (pm) using Algorithm 1, for operand sizes relevant to ECC.
Many of the presented parameters help Algorithm 1 meet the minimal theoretical bound
of 2m − 1 for the number of required GF (p) multiplications to achieve a multiplication in
GF (pm) when p is an odd prime [83]. In Chapter 5, we will present a non-trivial algorithm,
named DFT modular multiplication, for multiplication in GF (pm) which utilizes the same
parameters presented in this chapter and may achieve multiplication more efficiently than
Algorithm 1.
Chapter 5
Modular Multiplication in the
Frequency Domain1
5.1 Introduction
In many finite field applications, a chain of arithmetic operations need to be performed,
rather than a solitary one. For example, in elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) a scalar point
product is computed by applying a chain of finite field additions, subtractions, multiplica-
tions, squarings and inversions on the input point coordinates [15, 30]. The Montgomery
residue representation has proven to be useful in this computation [56, 36]. In using this
method, first the operands are converted to their respective Montgomery residue represen-
tations, then utilizing Montgomery arithmetic the desired computation is implemented, and
finally the result is converted back to the normal integer or polynomial representation. If
there are a large number of operations performed in the Montgomery domain, due to the
efficiency of the intervening computations, the forward and backward conversion operations
become affordable. We introduce the same notion for frequency domain arithmetic. We
present an arithmetic operation in the frequency domain that is equivalent to Montgomery
multiplication in the time domain. Due to the linearity property of the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) [18, 60], operations in the time domain such as addition/subtraction and
multiplication by a scalar directly map to the frequency domain, i.e., for any two sequences
(a) and (b) representing elements of GF (pm) in the time domain and for any two scalars
1The material presented in this chapter is included in [69, 66].
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y, z ∈ GF (p),
DFT( y · (a) ± z · (b) ) = y ·DFT( (a) ) ± z ·DFT( (b) ) .
Hence, if a modular multiplication algorithm in the frequency domain can also be utilized,
then all finite field operations such as addition/subtraction and multiplication can be per-
formed in the frequency domain, and thus a finite field application such as ECC can be
achieved completely in the frequency domain, assuming also that for inversion a Fermat-like
inversion algorithm consisting of multiplications is utilized and/or projective coordinates are
used to avoid inversions. In the remainder of this section, we introduce the DFT modular
multiplication algorithm which allows for both polynomial multiplication and Montgomery
modular reduction operations in the frequency domain.
5.2 Mathematical Notation
The DFT modular multiplication algorithm runs in the frequency domain, and therefore
the parameters used in the algorithm are represented in their frequency domain sequence
representations using the NTT as explained in Section 2.4.1. These parameters are the ir-
reducible field generating polynomial f(x), the normalized irreducible field generating poly-
nomial fN(x) = f(x)/f(0), the sequence length d, the indeterminate x, the input operands
a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (pm), and the result c(x) = a(x) · b(x) · x−(m−1) ∈ GF (pm). The time do-
main sequence representations of the polynomial parameters are (f), (fN), (x), (a), (b) and
(c), respectively, and their frequency domain sequence representations, i.e. the DFTs of the
time domain sequence representations, are (F ), (FN), (X), (A), (B) and (C). We will denote
the elements of a sequence with the name of the sequence and a subscript for showing the
location of the particular element in the sequence, e.g. for the indeterminate x represented
as the following d-element sequence in the time domain
(x) = (0, 1, 0, 0, · · · , 0) ,
the NTT of (x) is computed as the following d-element sequence
(X) = (1, r, r2, r3, r4, r5, . . . , rd−1)
whose first and last elements are denoted as X0 = 1 and Xd−1 = rd−1, respectively. Remem-
ber that r, defined as in Section 2.4, is the dth primitive root of unity needed for the NTT
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computations and d ≥ 2m− 1 is a required condition for successfully achieving polynomial
multiplication in the frequency domain, as explained in Section 3.2.
5.3 The DFT Modular Multiplication Algorithm
DFT modular multiplication presented with Algorithm 3 consists of two parts: multiplica-
tion (Steps 1− 3) and Montgomery reduction (Steps 4− 13). Multiplication is performed by
simple pairwise multiplication of the coefficients of the frequency domain sequence represen-
tations of the input operands. Reduction is more complex and performed by Montgomery
reduction in the frequency domain. In the reduction process the normalized field generating
polynomial fN(x) = f(x)/f0 mod p is used. Hence, fN(x) is equivalent to f(x) but normal-
ized to have fN(0) = 1 and thus fNi = fi/f0 mod p and FNi = Fi/f0 mod p , for 0 ≤ i ≤ d−1.
Algorithm 3 DFT modular multiplication algorithm for GF (pm)
Input: d ≥ 2m− 1, (FN) ≡ fN(x), (X) ≡ x, (A) ≡ a(x) ∈ GF (pm), (B) ≡ b(x) ∈ GF (pm)
Output: (C) ≡ a(x) · b(x) · x−(m−1) ∈ GF (pm)
1: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
2: Ci ← Ai ·Bi
3: end for
4: for j = 0 to m− 2 do
5: S ← 0
6: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
7: S ← S + Ci
8: end for
9: S ← −S/d
10: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
11: Ci ← (Ci + FNi · S) ·X−1i
12: end for
13: end for
14: Return (C)
Proof of Correctness:
DFT modular multiplication is a direct adaptation of Montgomery multiplication for the fre-
quency domain. Polynomial multiplication part of the algorithm (Steps 1− 3) is performed
via simple pairwise multiplications. As a result, the polynomial c(x) = a(x)·b(x) is obtained.
In the modular reduction part (Steps 4−13), S is computed such that (c(x)+ fN(x) ·S) is a
multiple of x. This is accomplished by computing −c0, the negative of the first coefficient in
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the time domain sequence (c), and then by making c0 zero by adding (FN) · S to (C) in the
frequency domain. Then again in the frequency domain, (c(x) + fN(x) · S) is divided by x
and the result, which is congruent to c(x) ·x−1 modulo f(x) in the time domain, is obtained.
This division of (c(x) + fN(x) ·S) by x is accomplished in the frequency domain by dividing
(C) + (FN) · S by (X) (in Step 11). By repeating Steps 5− 12 of the algorithm m− 1 times
the final result (C), which represents a(x) ·b(x) ·x−(m−1) ∈ GF (pm) in the frequency domain,
is obtained.
2
The inputs of the DFT modular multiplication algorithm presented with Algorithm 3 are
the sequence length d ≥ 2m− 1 and the DFTs (A) and (B) of the d-element sequences (a)
and (b) which represent a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (pm), respectively. The output of the algorithm is
(C), the DFT of the sequence (c), where (c) represents the d-element sequence for c(x) =
a(x) · b(x) · x−(m−1) ∈ GF (pm). The extra x−(m−1) factor shows that the DFT modular
multiplication algorithm actually computes the Montgomery product of input polynomials
in the frequency domain. Hence, the input polynomials a(x) and b(x) may be viewed as the
Montgomery residue representations of two polynomials u(x) and v(x) such that
a(x) = u(x) · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm)
and
b(x) = v(x) · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm) .
With DFT modular multiplication the residue representation is kept intact, i.e.,
a(x) · b(x) · x−(m−1) = (u(x) · v(x)) · xm−1
which allows for further computations in the frequency domain.
For d ≈ 2m, modular multiplication in GF (pm) with the DFT modular multiplication
algorithm requires only 2m multiplications in addition to 4m2 − 3m − 1 constant multipli-
cations and 4m2 − 5m+ 1 additions in the base field GF (p), while the classical schoolbook
method, given in (2.1), requires m2 multiplications and (m− 1)2 additions ignoring the cost
of modular reduction given in (2.2). In the next section, we will see that this complexity of
DFT modular multiplication may be improved dramatically by using special values for p, r,
d and the irreducible field generating polynomial f(x).
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5.4 Utilizing Efficient Parameters to Speed up DFT
Modular Multiplication
Using the smallest possible sequence length d, satisfying d ≥ 2m − 1, will lead to the
smallest number of arithmetic operations in the computation of DFT modular multiplication.
Optimally, d = 2m− 1 will lead to the least number of arithmetic operations.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, using a Mersenne prime as the modulus and selection of
r = ±2 will allow for extremely efficient modular multiplications with ri = ±2i for integer
values of i. This modular multiplication can be achieved with a simple bitwise rotation (in
addition to a negation when r = −2 and i is odd) which is inexpensive. In the DFT modular
multiplication algorithm, this property may be exploited if the field characteristic p is chosen
as a Mersenne prime and r is chosen as r = ±2. In that case, in Step 11 of the algorithm,
multiplications with X−1i = r
−i = (±2)−i = (±1)i · 2−i mod d become simple (−i mod d)-bit
left-rotations (in addition to a negation when r = −2 and i is odd), which have negligible
cost compared to a regular multiplication. Also, note that when p is a Mersenne prime,
negation of an element of GF (p) can be achieved by simply flipping its bits. Multiplications
with FNi in Step 11 can also be avoided in a similar fashion for special f(x). For instance,
for the binomial f(x) = xm ± rs0 with s0 an integer, FNi = ±rmi−s0 mod d + 1 and hence
for r = ±2 multiplications with FNi can be achieved with only one bitwise rotation and
one addition/subtraction. Likewise, for the trinomial f(x) = xm ± rsm′xm′ ± rs0 or f(x) =
xm∓rsm′xm′±rs0 , where s′m and s0 are integers, FNi = ±rmi−s0 mod d+rm′i+sm′−s0 mod d+1 or
FNi = ±rmi−s0 mod d − rm′i+sm′−s0 mod d + 1, respectively, and hence multiplications with FNi
can be achieved with only two bitwise rotations and two additions/subtractions. Finally, we
would like to caution the reader that all these parameters p, d, r and f(x) are dependent on
each other and can not be chosen independently.
5.5 Existence of Efficient Parameters
In Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, we gave lists of parameters that would yield efficient mul-
tiplication in GF (pm) using Algorithm 1 in Chapter 3 for operand sizes relevant to ECC.
These same parameters can also be used for efficient multiplication in GF (pm) using the
DFT modular multiplication algorithm. For each parameter listed in these tables, one can
verify that there exist many special irreducible binomials of the form xm ± 2s, or trinomials
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of the form xm ± rs1x1 ± rs0 or xm ± rs1x1 ∓ rs0 , as field generating polynomials that would
allow for efficient DFT modular multiplication. For some of these cases there exist efficient
irreducible binomials which we present with Theorem 7 and with Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.4
in Appendix, whereas for other cases we were not able to find such binomials and included
lists of efficient irreducible trinomials instead (see Tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 in Appendix).
However, as shown in Theorem 7, for the computationally more desirable cases of d = 2m,
m = n and p = 2n−1, where r = 2, there always exist efficient irreducible binomials for finite
fields practically relevant to ECC. We would like to first present Theorem 6 and Definition 2,
which will be used in the proof of Theorem 7.
Theorem 6 [53] Let α, β ∈ GF (p) and α = βi. The orders of α and β are related as
ord(α) =
ord(β)
gcd(i, ord(β))
,
where ord(a) denotes the order of field element a and gcd(a, b) denotes the greatest common
denominator of a and b.
Definition 2 A Wieferich prime is an odd prime p which satisfies 2p−1 = 1 mod p2.
Theorem 7 For a Mersenne prime p = 2n − 1 and for m = n, a binomial of the form
xm ± 2s, where s is an integer not congruent to 0 modulo n, is irreducible in GF (p)[x] if m
is not a Wieferich prime.
Proof of Theorem 7 For a binomial of the form xm ± 2s to be irreducible in GF (p)[x],
it needs to satisfy all three conditions of Theorem 1. The third condition is satisfied since
m = n is a prime number and the condition m = 0 mod 4 never holds. For the first and
second conditions, we consider the cases xm − 2s and xm + 2s separately.
Let us first consider the binomials xm − 2s. When p is a Mersenne prime of the form
p = 2n − 1 the order of 2 in GF (p) is n = m since 2n = 1 (mod p) and 2i 6= 1 (mod p) for
i < n. Due to Theorem 6 the order of 2s in GF (p) is ord(2)
gcd(s,ord(2))
= m
gcd(s,m)
= m. The only
prime factor of m, which is itself, divides m and hence the first condition of Theorem 1 is
satisfied. The second condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied since m|2m−2
m
never holds unless m
is a Wieferich prime.
Now, let us consider the binomials xm + 2s = xm − (−2s). Let us first find the order
of (−2s) in GF (p), i.e., the smallest positive integer k such that (−2s)k = 1 (mod p). The
equality (−2s)k = (−1)k · (2s)k = 1 (mod p) can hold true in only two cases:
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• Case 1: The integer k is odd, thus (−1)k = −1 (mod p), and (2s)k = −1 (mod p)
• Case 2: The integer k is even, thus (−1)k = 1 (mod p), and (2s)k = 1 (mod p)
We have −1 mod p = 2n − 2 = 2(2n−1 − 1) and (2s)k mod p = 2sk mod n. The equality
2(2n−1−1) = 2sk mod n never holds for any positive integer k. Hence, the equality “(2s)k = −1
(mod p)” in Case 1 can not hold and Case 1 is not possible. So, the integer k, which
is the order of (−2s) in GF (p), satisfies Case 2, i.e., it is even and the smallest positive
integer that satisfies (2s)k = 1 (mod p). Since in GF (p) ord(2s) = m and m is odd, the
smallest even k which satisfies (2s)k = 1 (mod p) is 2m. Hence 2m is the order of (−2s)
in GF (p). The first condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied for the irreducible binomials of the
form xm + 2s = xm− (−2s) since the only prime factor of m, which is itself, divides 2m, the
order of (−2s) in GF (p). The second condition of Theorem 1 is also satisfied since m|2m−2
2m
never holds unless m is a Wieferich prime. 2
The only known Wieferich primes are 1093 and 3511. It is also known that there are no
other Wieferich primes less than 4×1012 [22]. Hence, for the more efficient cases in Table 4.1
where the field characteristic p = Mn = 2
n − 1 is a Mersenne prime and m = n, mth degree
irreducible binomials of the form xm ± 2s, for a nonzero integer s, always exist.
5.6 Complexity Analysis
In this section, we present the complexity of DFT modular multiplication for a practical
set of parameters relevant to ECC and compare it with the classical schoolbook method,
given with (2.1) and (2.3), and the NTT based method presented with Algorithm 1. In our
complexity analysis we assume the use of a Mersenne prime as the finite field characteristic
p, an irreducible field generating binomial of the form f(x) = xm± 2s0 , a d-th primitive root
of unity r = ±2 and a sequence length as d ≈ 2m. The field parameters we use, such as the
low Hamming weight field generating polynomial and Mersenne prime field characteristic,
lead to efficient implementation of multiplication for all methods. Therefore, for the selected
parameters, we can safely assume that our comparisons are fair. In Table 5.1, we present
the complexities of multiplication in GF (pm) in terms of GF (p) operations for the classical
school book method, given with (2.1) and (2.3), Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3 when such
ideal parameters are used. Note that the astonishingly low O(m) complexity of Algorithms 1
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and 3 in terms of the number of GF (p) multiplications is achieved under the ideal conditions
with the efficient field parameters together with the choice of r = ±2.
Schoolbook Algorithm 1 Algorithm 3
# Multiplications m2 ≈ 2m ≈ 2m
# Constant Multiplications – ≈ 2m− 1 m− 1
# Additions/Subtractions m2 −m ≈ 8m2 − 7m ≈ 6m2 − 7m+ 1
# Rotations m− 1 ≈ 8m2 − 11m+ 3 ≈ 4m2 − 4m
Table 5.1: Complexity of multiplication in GF (pm) in terms of the number of GF (p) opera-
tions when f(x) = xm ± 2s0 , p is a Mersenne prime and d ≈ 2m
One could argue that for a Mersenne transform modulo a Mersenne prime p = 2n − 1,
where r = −2 and d = 2n is composite, it is possible to utilize the FFT [21] for one
level and obtain faster computations of the forward and inverse NTT in Algorithm 1 for
multiplication in GF (pm). We present the equivalent single level FFT computation for the
forward NTT operation, as used in Step 2 of Algorithm 1 for obtaining the frequency domain
representations of a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (pm), with (5.1) and (5.2) exemplarily for a(x).
Aj =
m−1
2∑
i=0
a2ir
2ij + rj
m−3
2∑
i=0
a2i+1r
2ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1 (5.1)
Aj+m =
m−1
2∑
i=0
a2ir
2ij − rj
m−3
2∑
i=0
a2i+1r
2ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1 (5.2)
Similarly, for the inverse NTT operation, as used in Step 4 of Algorithm 1 for obtaining
the time domain representation of c(x) = a(x) · b(x), the equivalent single level inverse FFT
computation is presented with (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5).
ci =
1
d
·
(
m−1∑
j=0
C2jr
−2ij + r−i
m−1∑
j=0
C2j+1r
−2ij
)
, 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 2 (5.3)
ci+m =
1
d
·
(
m−1∑
j=0
C2jr
−2ij − r−i
m−1∑
j=0
C2j+1r
−2ij
)
, 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 2 (5.4)
cm−1 =
2
d
m−1∑
j=0
C2jr
−2(m−1)j (5.5)
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Note that the equations (5.1) and (5.2) in the forward FFT computation, and similarly
(5.3) and (5.4) in the inverse FFT computation, are the same except for the sign between
the two summations. Using (5.1) and (5.2), the frequency domain representation of each
one of a(x) and b(x), as in Step 2 of Algorithm 1, can be obtained with only around m2
additions/subtractions and m2 − 2m + 1 bitwise rotations in GF (p). Similarly, using (5.3),
(5.4) and (5.5), the time domain sequence representation (c) of the product c(x) = a(x)·b(x),
as in Step 4 of Algorithm 1, can be obtained with only around 2m−1 constant multiplications
by d−1, 2m2 −m− 1 additions/subtractions and 2m2 − 4m+ 2 bitwise rotations in GF (p).
Thus, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is effectively reduced to 2m multiplications, 2m − 1
constant multiplications, 4m2 −m− 1 additions and 4m2 − 8m+ 4 rotations in GF (p).
On the other hand, similar improvements also exist for DFT modular multiplication. For
instance, for DFT modular multiplication in GF (pm) where p = 2n − 1, m = n and r = −2,
f(x) = xm−2 is always irreducible (see Theorem 7) and could be used as the field generating
polynomial. In this case, the normalized irreducible polynomial would be fN(x) = −12 ·xm+1
and the following equality would hold in GF (p):
FNi = −
1
2
· (−2)mi + 1 =

−1
2
+ 1 = 1
2
, i even
1
2
+ 1 , i odd
(5.6)
since
(−2)mi ≡ (−2)ni ≡ (−1)ni · (2n)i ≡ (−1)ni (mod p) .
Note in (5.6) that FNi has only two distinct values, namely
1
2
and 1
2
+ 1. Hence, FNi · S in
Step 11 of Algorithm 3 can attain only two values for any distinct value of S and these values
can be precomputed outside the loop avoiding all such computations inside the loop. The
precomputations can be achieved very efficiently with only one bitwise rotation and one addi-
tion. With the suggested improvement, both the number of base field additions/subtractions
and the number of base field bitwise rotations required to perform an extension field multi-
plication are reduced by (d− 1) · (m− 1) = (2m− 1) · (m− 1) = 2m2 − 3m+ 1.
In Table 5.2, we present the new complexities for multiplication in GF (pm) when the
single level FFT is used for Algorithm 1 and the above mentioned improvement is utilized
for the DFT modular multiplication algorithm presented with Algorithm 3.
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Schoolbook Algorithm 1 Algorithm 3
(with FFT) (improved)
# Multiplications m2 2m 2m
# Constant Multiplications – 2m− 1 m− 1
# Additions/Subtractions m2 −m 4m2 −m− 1 4m2 − 4m
# Rotations m− 1 4m2 − 8m+ 4 2m2 −m− 1
Table 5.2: Complexity of multiplication in GF (pm) in terms of the number of GF (p) opera-
tions when f(x) = xm − 2, p = 2m − 1 is a Mersenne prime and d = 2m
Clearly, the complexity of DFT modular multiplication (Algorithm 3) is an improvement
upon the straightforward NTT based approach (Algorithm 1). Moreover, since it requires
a significantly less number of complex operations such as multiplication and constant mul-
tiplication, its overall performance is better than the classical schoolbook method (given in
(2.1) and (2.3)) especially for computationally constrained platforms where multiplication is
significantly more expensive compared to simpler operations such as addition, subtraction
or bitwise rotation.
Multiplication operation is inherently more complex than addition, subtraction or bit-
wise rotation and usually takes more clock cycles to run in hardware. In many modern
microprocessors, in order to achieve higher clock rates, deeper pipelines are designed in the
processor microarchitectures which results in significant differences in the number of clock
cycles needed for different instructions. For instance, in the processor microarchitecture of
Pentium 4 the latency is only half a clock cycle for a simple 16-bit integer addition, 1 clock
cycle for a 32-bit integer addition and 14 clock cycles for a 32-bit integer multiplication [32].
As shown in Table 5.2, there is a tradeoff between Algorithm 3 and the schoolbook method
in terms of the numbers of complex and simpler operations. Algorithm 3 requires compu-
tation of only a linear number of base field multiplications while in the classical schoolbook
method a quadratic number of base field multiplications are performed. On the other hand,
the number of simpler base field operations such as additions and rotations are significantly
higher in Algorithm 3. Therefore, it may be more desirable to use Algorithm 3 in computa-
tional environments where multiplication is expensive compared with other operations such
as addition and bitwise rotation.
In specialized hardware implementations, a multiplier circuit either runs much slower
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than an adder or it is designed significantly larger in area to run as fast. In extremely
constrained environments, such as wireless sensor network nodes which may be running
using the constrained energy harnessed from the environment, the execution time may not
be critical, but the available power may be tightly constrained. In this case, it may be
desirable to have a simple low power/small area implementation of an n-bit multiplier which
achieves an n-bit multiplication via n additions and n shift operations. Therefore, in a
simple serialized hardware implementation the complexity of an n-bit multiplication may be
assumed to be roughly equal to the complexity of n additions and n shift operations. Under
these assumptions, Table 5.3 presents the complexities of modular multiplication in GF (p13)
for both Algorithm 3 and the classical schoolbook method when p = 213 − 1 and GF (p13) is
constructed using the irreducible binomial f(x) = x13 − 2. The table also includes the total
number of clock cycles for a single multiplication in GF (pm) with each method, assuming
addition/subtraction and shift/rotation operations take a single clock cycle. Note that this
finite field has size ∼ 2169 and is chosen to be representative for ECC. It is clear in Table 5.3
that Algorithm 3 would perform better in this scenario for the given parameters.
Schoolbook Algorithm 3 (improved)
#Multiplications 169 26
#Constant Multiplications − 12
#Additions/Subtractions 156 624
#Rotations 12 324
#Total Clock Cycles 4562 1936
Table 5.3: Complexity of multiplication in GF (p13) where f(x) = x13−2, p = 213−1, d = 26
and r = −2
In order to see the crossover points between the performances of Algorithm 3 and the
classical schoolbook method for different multiplication/addition latency ratios k and differ-
ent field extension degrees m, in Figure 5.1 we graph the total number of clock cycles it takes
to achieve multiplication with both methods assuming a base field addition/subtraction or
bitwise-rotation operation takes only 1 clock cycle to complete and a base field multiplication
operation takes k clock cycles. Here we assume the use of optimal parameters as mentioned
earlier such as a Mersenne prime field characteristic p, f(x) = xm − 2 and d = 2m. As
we can see in Figure 5.1, for very small multiplication/addition latency ratios the school-
book method performs better, however the crossover point is around k = 4 and for k ≥ 4
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Algorithm 3 performs clearly better.
Figure 5.1: Number of required clock cycles for multiplication in GF (pm), where p = 2m−1,
with Algorithm 3 and the classical schoolbook method assuming an addition or a bitwise-
rotation in GF (p) takes a single clock cycle and a GF (p) multiplication takes k clock cycles
5.7 Conclusion
We introduced the DFT modular multiplication algorithm which performs modular multi-
plication in the frequency domain using Montgomery reduction. By allowing for modular
reductions in the frequency domain, the costly overhead of back and forth conversions be-
tween the frequency and time domains is avoided, and thus efficient finite field multiplication
is made possible for cryptographic operand sizes. We have shown that with the utilization
of DFT modular multiplication, especially in computationally constrained platforms, finite
field multiplication could be achieved more efficiently in the frequency domain than in the
time domain for even small finite fields, e.g. ∼ 160 bits in length, relevant to ECC.
Chapter 6
Implementing Elliptic Curve
Cryptography in the Frequency
Domain1
Acknowledgement: The material presented in this chapter is the result of a joint work
with Sandeep Kumar and Prof. Christof Paar at the Communication Security Group, Ruhr-
University Bochum, Germany.
6.1 Introduction
Elliptic curve cryptosystems [35, 55] are favorable choices for asymmetric data encryption
compared to other popular algorithms such as RSA [73] mainly due to their requirement
for smaller key sizes. According to the current best security estimates, the same level of
security provided by a 1024-bit key in RSA can be achieved with only a 160-bit key in
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [44, 45]. The key size determines the size of the operands
over which finite field arithmetic operations are performed and consequently the efficiency of
the cryptosystem [15, 54]. A comprehensive overview for hardware implementations of RSA
and ECC are provided in [11].
Efficiency of an elliptic curve cryptosystem is highly dependent on the underlying finite
field arithmetic. Multiplication in GF (pm) can be achieved with a quadratic number of
multiplications and additions in the base field GF (p) using the classical schoolbook method
1The material presented in this chapter is included in [64].
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of polynomial multiplication. In the base field, the multiplication operation is inherently
much more complex than other operations such as addition, therefore it is desirable that
one performs as small a number of base field multiplications as possible for achieving an
extension field multiplication. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) modular multiplication,
introduced in Chapter 5, achieves multiplication in GF (pm) in the frequency domain with
only a linear number of base field GF (p) multiplications in addition to a quadratic number
of simpler base field operations such as additions/subtractions and bitwise rotations. In this
chapter, we prove with our hardware implementation results that by using the DFT modular
multiplication algorithm one can achieve efficient finite field multiplication in the frequency
domain for small operands, e.g. as small as 160 bits in length, relevant to ECC.
In an ECC processor the multiplier unit usually consumes the most area on the chip,
therefore it is crucial that one uses an area/time efficient multiplier, particularly in con-
strained environments, such as smart cards, wireless sensor network nodes or radio fre-
quency identification tags, where resources are precious. In this work we address this issue
by proposing an area/time efficient ECC processor architecture utilizing the DFT modu-
lar multiplication algorithm in a class of optimal extension fields (OEF) [8, 9] with the
Mersenne prime field characteristic p = 2n − 1 and the extension degree m = n. The pro-
posed ECC processor architecture utilizes a hardware-optimized version of the DFT modular
multiplication algorithm and requires an area ranging between 25k to 50k equivalent gates
for implementations over OEFs of size 169, 289 and 361 bits.
In Section 6.2, we briefly review the DFT modular multiplication algorithm. In Sec-
tion 6.3, we present an efficient elliptic curve cryptographic processor design which utilizes
an optimized DFT modular multiplier architecture over GF ((213 − 1)13), GF ((217 − 1)17)
and GF ((219− 1)19) for an ASIC implementation using AMI Semiconductor 0.35µm CMOS
technology. Finally, in Section 6.4 we present our implementation results.
6.2 DFT Modular Multiplication
Remember in Chapter 5 that for the frequency domain representations of the inputs a(x) ·
xm−1 and b(x) ·xm−1, both in GF (pm), the DFT modular multiplication algorithm, presented
with Algorithm 3, computes the frequency domain representation of a(x) · b(x) · xm−1 ∈
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GF (pm). Hence, it keeps the Montgomery residue representation intact and allows for con-
secutive multiplications in the frequency domain using the same algorithm.
n p = 2n − 1 m d r equivalent binary field size
13 8191 13 26 −2 ∼ 2169
17 131071 17 34 −2 ∼ 2289
19 524287 19 38 −2 ∼ 2361
Table 6.1: List of parameters suitable for optimized DFT modular multiplication
As shown in Table 5.2 of Section 5.6, when r = −2, p = 2n − 1, the field generating
polynomial is f(x) = xm−2, m is odd and m = n, the complexity of Algorithm 3 can be im-
proved by simple precomputations. We present the optimized algorithm for this special case
with Algorithm 4 and in Table 6.1 we suggest a list of parameters for implementation of the
optimized algorithm over finite fields of different sizes. Note that the listed parameters are
perfectly suited for ECC. In Section 6.4, we will provide hardware implementation results for
all the finite fields listed in Table 6.1 and thus show the relevance of the optimized algorithm
for area/time efficient hardware implementation of ECC in constrained environments.
6.3 Implementation of an ECC Processor Utilizing DFT
Modular Multiplication
In this section we present a hardware implementation of an ECC processor which uses
the DFT modular multiplication algorithm introduced with Algorithm 3 in Chapter 5 and
optimized with Algorithm 4 in this chapter. The DFT modular multiplication algorithm
trades off computationally expensive modular multiplication operations for simple bitwise
rotations which can be achieved practically for free in hardware by proper rewiring. We
exemplarily use the field GF ((213− 1)13) to explain our design, although the design is easily
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Algorithm 4 Optimized DFT modular multiplication in GF (pm) for r = −2, d = 2m,
p = 2n − 1, m odd, m = n and f(x) = xm − 2
Input: d = 2m, (A) ≡ a(x) ∈ GF (pm), (B) ≡ b(x) ∈ GF (pm)
Output: (C) ≡ a(x) · b(x) · x−(m−1) ∈ GF (pm)
1: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
2: Ci ← Ai ·Bi
3: end for
4: for j = 0 to m− 2 do
5: S ← 0
6: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
7: S ← S + Ci
8: end for
9: S ← −S/d
10: Shalf ← S/2
11: Seven ← Shalf
12: Sodd ← S + Shalf
13: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
14: if i mod 2 = 0 then
15: Ci ← Ci + Seven
16: else
17: Ci ← −(Ci + Sodd)
18: end if
19: Ci ← Ci/2i
20: end for
21: end for
22: Return (C)
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extendable for the other parameter sizes mentioned in Table 6.1 and the implementation
results for all the parameter sizes are given in Section 6.4.
We first describe the implementation of the base field arithmetic in GF (213−1) and then
make parameter decisions based on Algorithm 4 to implement an efficient DFT modular
multiplier. Then we present the overall processor design to compute the ECC scalar point
multiplication operation.
6.3.1 Base Field Arithmetic
Base field arithmetic consists of addition, subtraction (addition with a negation) and multi-
plication in GF (213 − 1). We design our arithmetic architectures here to ensure area/time
efficiency.
Base Field Addition
Addition in the base field is implemented using a ripple carry adder. Reduction with the
Mersenne prime p = 213− 1 is just an extra addition of the carry generated. This additional
addition is always hard wired, independent of the value of the carry, to avoid any timing
related attacks. Figure 6.1 shows the design of the base field adder built using half adders
and full adders.
FAFAFA HA
a0b0a1b1a2b2a12b12
c1c2c12 c0
HAHAHAHA
c1c2c12 c0
ca1ca2ca12
ca13
ca13
0
Figure 6.1: Base Field Addition Architecture
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Base Field Negation
Negation in the base field is extremely simple to implement with a Mersenne prime p as the
field characteristic. Negation of B ∈ GF (p) is normally computed as B′ = p−B. However,
when p is a Mersenne prime, it is easy to see from the binary representation of p = 213 − 1
(which is all 1’s) that this subtraction is equivalent to flipping (NOT) of the bits of B. Hence,
subtraction in this architecture can be implemented by using the adder architecture with an
additional bitwise NOT operation on the subtrahend.
HA
Multiplication core
Ripple carry adder
HAHA
HA HA HA
HA
FAFAFA
FA FA FA
FAFAFA
FA FA
Figure 6.2: Base Field Multiplication with Interleaved Reduction
Base Field Multiplication
Base field multiplication is a 13 × 13-bit integer multiplication followed by a modular re-
duction with p = 213 − 1. Since p is a Mersenne prime, an efficient way to implement this
operation is to do an integer multiplication with interleaved reduction. Figure 6.2 shows the
design of our base field multiplier architecture. It consists of the multiplication core, which
performs integer multiplication with interleaved reduction of the carry, and a reduction unit
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for the final reduction of the result which is performed using a ripple carry adder.
FA
ai b(i+k)mod13
ca(i,k)
ca((i+1)mod13,
k+1)
ck
c(k+1)
Figure 6.3: Processing Cell for the Base Field Multiplier Core
The processing cell of the multiplier core, which is shown in Figure 6.3, is built with a
full adder. Here, ai and bi represent the inputs, cai represents the carry, and i and k are the
column and row numbers, respectively, in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.4: DFT Modular Multiplier Architecture
6.3.2 Polynomial Multiplier
Finite field multiplication of polynomials in an extension field, with coefficients in the base
field, is computed using a polynomial multiplier. Using an extension field GF (pm), one can
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reduce the area of a finite field multiplier in a very natural way, since in this case only
a smaller base field multiplier is required. For instance, for performing multiplication in
GF ((213 − 1)13), only a 13 × 13-bit base field multiplier is needed. However, an imple-
mentation in the time domain has the disadvantage of having a quadratic time complexity,
because a total number of 13× 13 = 169 base field multiplications need to be computed. In
our design, we save most of these base field multiplications by utilizing DFT modular mul-
tiplication which requires performing only a linear number of 26 base field multiplications
(see Steps 1− 3 in Algorithm 4).
Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code for hardware implementation of DFT modular multiplication
Input: d = 2m, (A) ≡ a(x) ∈ GF (pm), (B) ≡ b(x) ∈ GF (pm)
Output: (C) ≡ a(x) · b(x) · x−(m−1) ∈ GF (pm)
1: S ← 0
2: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
3: Ci ← Ai ·Bi
4: S ← S + Ci
5: end for
6: for j = 0 to m− 2 do
7: S ← −S/d
8: Seven ← S/2
9: Sodd ← S + S/2
10: S ← 0
11: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
12: if i mod 2 = 0 then
13: Ci ← Ci + Seven
14: else
15: Ci ← −(Ci + Sodd)
16: end if
17: Seven ← Seven/2
18: Sodd ← Sodd/2
19: for k = i+ 1 to d− 1 do
20: Ck ← Ck/2
21: end for
22: S ← S + Ci
23: end for
24: end for
25: Return (C)
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DFT Modular Multiplication
For the application of DFT modular multiplication, Algorithm 4 is modified for an opti-
mized hardware implementation. The main design decision here is to use a single base field
multiplier to perform Step 2 (for pairwise coefficient multiplications) and Step 9 (for mul-
tiplications with the constant −1/d). Next, the two loops Steps 6 − 8 (for accumulating
Ci’s) and Steps 13 − 20 (for computing Ci’s) were decided to be performed in parallel si-
multaneously. The final design that emerged is as shown in Figure 6.4 and the functionality
is represented by the pseudo-code in Algorithm 5. During Steps 2 − 5 (Algorithm 5) the
multiplexer select signal red is set to 0 and later it is set to 1 for the remaining steps. This
allows MUL (the base field multiplier) to be used for the initial multiplication, with the
proper results accumulated in the register S. The registers Seven and Sodd cyclically rotate
their contents every clock cycle for performing Steps 17 and 18 (Algorithm 5), respectively.
Step 19 in Algorithm 4, which involves different amounts of cyclic rotations for different
Ci, would normally be inefficient to implement in hardware. In this work, this problem
is solved in a unique way with the FIFO (First-In First-Out) cyclic register block. This
temporary memory location for storing Ci values pushes in values till it is completely full.
In the next loop, as the values are moved out of the FIFO, each of them is cyclically rotated
at each clock cycle as they move up. Hence the different Ci values are cyclically rotated by
different number of bits with no extra cost. The pseudo-code which shows the functionality
of the memory block is given with Steps 19−21 of Algorithm 5. Steps 14−18 in Algorithm 4
are implemented using the two multiplexers with the select signal o e.
Thus, based on an iterative study of different architectures we investigated, in Algorithm 5
we show the steps of an optimized version of the original DFT modular multiplication al-
gorithm presented in Chapter 5 with Algorithm 3. Algorithm 5 is a hardware optimized
and reordered version of Algorithm 3, which is fine tuned to generate a hardware efficient
architecture. Due to its regular design, the proposed DFT modular multiplier architecture
is easy to layout. The area is optimized by reusing the various components. Also, since all
the bus signals are 13-bits wide, signal routing is made extremely easy in the design.
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Figure 6.5: Top Level ECC Processor Architecture
6.3.3 Point Arithmetic
The overall architecture of the ECC processor is shown in Figure 6.5. The Arithmetic Unit
consists of the DFT modular multiplier unit, and the base field adder unit which has a
negation unit on one of its inputs for performing also the subtraction. All the necessary
point variables are stored in the Memory component. We use FIFO registers here, because
DFT modular multiplication and addition/subtraction operate only on 13 bits of the data at
each clock cycle. This enables our processor to use 13-bit wide buses throughout the design,
resulting in easy routing with reduced power consumption. To avoid losing the contents of
the memory when being read out, they are looped back in the FIFO block, if new values are
not being written in.
The Control Unit is the most important component which performs point arithmetic by
writing the required variables onto the A and B busses, performing the required operations
on them and storing the result back to the proper memory register. The Control Unit is also
responsible for interacting with the external world by reading in inputs and writing out the
results. The instruction set of the Control Unit is given in Table 6.2.
In our design, ECC point arithmetic is performed using mixed Jacobian-affine coordi-
nates [54] and thus inversions are avoided. Here, we assume the utilized elliptic curve is of
the form y2 = x3 − 3x + b. We use the binary NAF method (Algorithm 3.31 in [54]) with
mixed coordinates to perform point multiplication. Point arithmetic is performed in such a
way that the least amount of temporary storage is required. Since the point multiplication
algorithm allows overwriting of the inputs while performing point doubling and addition,
it requires only three extra temporary memory locations. The point doubling operation
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is performed in Jacobian coordinates and requires 8 DFT modular multiplications and 12
sequence additions (or subtractions). Point addition is performed in mixed Jacobian-affine
coordinates and requires 11 DFT modular multiplications and 7 additions. Point subtrac-
tion (for the binary NAF method) is easily implemented in exactly the same way as point
addition with the exception of flipping the bits of y2, the y-coordinate of the point to be
subtracted. The Memory unit therefore consists of eight FIFO register blocks, one for each
sequence, and has the total size of 26× 13× 8 = 2704 bits.
Command Action
LOAD [addr] Load data into the register [addr]
READ [addr] Read data from the register [addr]
DFT MULT [addrA] [addrB] [addrC ] Perform DFT modular multiplication on
the sequences in [addrA] and [addrB],
and store the result in [addrC ]
ADD SEQ [addrA] [addrB] [addrC ] Perform base field addition on the
sequences in [addrA] and [addrB], and
store the result in [addrC ]
SUB SEQ [addrA] [addrB] [addrC ] Perform base field subtraction on the
sequences in [addrA] and [addrB],
and store the result in [addrC ]
MOVE SEQ [addrA] [addrB] Move data from the register [addrA]
to the register [addrB]
DFT SEQ [addr] Convert the data sequence in [addr]
to the frequency domain
TIME SEQ [addr] Convert the data sequence in [addr]
to the time domain
Table 6.2: Controller Commands of the ECC Processor
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The inversion operation required for the final conversion from projective to affine coor-
dinates is performed using Fermat’s Little Theorem. The conversion from the time to the
frequency domain, and vice-versa, is achieved by simple rotations which are performed using
the FIFO cyclic register block inside the DFT modular multiplier unit.
Field Arithmetic Unit Control Unit Memory Total Area
GF ((213 − 1)13) 5537.06 351.26 18768.66 24754.62
GF ((217 − 1)17) 6978.95 362.56 31794.52 39243.00
GF ((219 − 1)19) 10898.82 362.89 39586.72 50959.02
Table 6.3: Areas (in equivalent gate counts) for the presented ECC processor
6.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we present the implementation results for our ECC processor design for three
different finite fields: GF ((213− 1)13), GF ((217− 1)17) and GF ((219− 1)19). For our perfor-
mance measurements, we synthesized for a custom ASIC design using AMI Semiconductor
0.35µm CMOS technology using the Synopsys Design Compiler tools. Timing measurements
were performed using the Modelsim simulator against test vectors generated with Maple. Ta-
ble 6.4 presents the number of clock cycles required for DFT modular multiplication and
ECC point arithmetic. It also shows the maximum clock frequency of the processor and the
total time required to perform a point multiplication. Table 6.3 shows the area requirements
for the ECC processor in terms of the equivalent number of NAND gates. The areas required
for each of the three main components of the processor are also shown individually.
Although there are numerous ECC hardware implementations which are openly available
in the literature, in Table 6.5 we attempt to compare our results only to VLSI implemen-
tations of ECC oriented towards similar application scenarios requiring small area with
moderate speed. To the best of our knowledge, the only OEF implementation in hardware
is presented by Lee et al. [43]. The authors present an FPGA implementation of ECC over
GF (pm), where p = 231 − 1 and m = 7, which is comparable to our implementation over
GF ((217 − 1)17). The best design mentioned here has a gate count of 228k and performs a
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DFT Point Point Maximum Point
Field Multiplication Double Addition Frequency Multiplication
(MHz) (avg. ms)
GF ((213 − 1)13) 354 3180 4097 238.7 3.47
GF ((217 − 1)17) 598 5228 6837 226.8 10.33
GF ((219 − 1)19) 744 6444 8471 221.7 16.34
Table 6.4: Timing measurements (in clock cycles) for the presented ECC processor
Implementation Field Size Area Maximum Point
(equiv. binary) (equiv. kgates) Frequency Multiplication
(MHz) (avg. ms)
Lee et. al. [43] ∼ 2217 228 26 11
O¨ztu¨rk et. al. [61] ∼ 2165 30 100 6.3
Satoh and Takano [74] ∼ 2160 28 364 7.5
Ours ∼ 2169 24.8 238.7 3.47
∼ 2289 39.2 226.8 10.33
∼ 2361 50.9 221.7 16.34
Table 6.5: Comparisons with other ECC processors for similar application scenarios
scalar point multiplication in 11 ms at a maximum possible clock frequency of 26 MHz. The
huge area is due to the inversion unit that is used as an alternative to projective coordinates
used in our design. This leads to our design being a factor of 5.8 smaller than the only known
OEF hardware implementation but still being able to provide the same timing performance.
We would like to compare our results also to ECC implementations over other fields for
similar applications. An implementation of ECC over the prime field GF ((2167+1)/3), which
has a comparable key length with our implementation over GF ((213 − 1)13), is presented in
[61]. This design occupies an area of around 30k gates and achieves a point multiplica-
tion in 6.3 ms at 100 MHz clock frequency. Our design is 20% smaller than this design
and still efficient in performance. Finally, we compare our design to the scalable dual-field
based implementation presented by Satoh and Takano [74]. For the 160-bit field size, this
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implementation has an area of 28k gates and achieves a point multiplication in 7.5 ms at
the maximum clock frequency of 364 MHz. Our implementation over GF ((213 − 1)13), with
the same field size, is more efficient in terms of both area and time. Based on these obser-
vations, we can easily confirm that the proposed implementation is area efficient without
compromising on speed.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the first hardware implementation of a frequency domain
multiplier suitable for ECC and the first hardware implementation of ECC in the frequency
domain. We proposed a novel area/time efficient ECC processor architecture which performs
all finite field arithmetic operations in the frequency domain. The proposed architecture
utilizes the DFT modular multiplication algorithm in a class of OEFs GF (pm) where the
field characteristic is a Mersenne prime p = 2n − 1 and m = n. The main advantage of our
architecture is that it achieves extension field modular multiplication in the frequency domain
with only a linear number of base field GF (p) multiplications in addition to a quadratic
number of simpler operations such as addition and bitwise rotation. We synthesized our
architecture for custom VLSI CMOS technology to estimate the area and time performance,
and showed that the proposed ECC processor is time/area efficient and would be useful in
resource constrained applications.
Chapter 7
Inversion in the Frequency Domain1
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, we introduced an efficient method, named DFT modular multiplication, for
computing the Montgomery product of finite field elements in the frequency domain. With
this method, we showed that multiplication in GF (pm) can be achieved with only a linear
number of base field GF (p) multiplications in addition to a quadratic number of simpler
base field operations such as addition and fixed bitwise rotation for practical values of p and
m relevant to elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). In Chapter 6, we introduced an efficient,
low-area implementation of an ECC processor architecture which utilizes the DFT modular
multiplication algorithm and operates in the frequency domain. The introduced architecture
performed all finite field arithmetic operations in the frequency domain, however it avoided
inversions through the use of the projective coordinates. Even though the proposed architec-
ture proved efficient for hardware implementations of ECC, the memory required for storing
the projective point coordinates constituted a large amount of the circuit area. Projective
coordinate representation requires three coordinate values to represent a point, while affine
coordinate representation requires only two, and this may be a drawback for projective co-
ordinate implementations of ECC in tightly constrained devices. Therefore, it is important
to have a frequency domain inversion algorithm in order to realize ECC in affine coordinates
potentially yielding lower storage requirement and power consumption. In this chapter, we
introduce an adaptation of the Itoh-Tsujii inversion algorithm, described in Chapter 2, to the
frequency domain for a class of OEFs GF (pm) where the field characteristic is a Mersenne
1The material presented in this chapter is included in [70].
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prime p = 2n − 1 or a Mersenne prime divisor p = (2n − 1)/t for a positive integer t and
m = n. Our algorithm achieves an extension field GF (pm) inversion with only a single
inversion, O(m logm) multiplications and constant multiplications, O(m2 logm) additions
and O(m2 logm) fixed bitwise rotations in the base field GF (p).
7.2 Itoh-Tsujii Inversion in the Frequency Domain
We propose a direct adaptation of the Itoh-Tsujii algorithm to the frequency domain for
inversion in OEFs. As described in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2, Itoh-Tsujii inversion involves
a chain of multiplications and Frobenius map computations in GF (pm) in addition to a single
inversion in the base field GF (p). For the required GF (pm) multiplications, we propose using
DFT modular multiplication introduced in Chapter 5. Since Frobenius map computations
can be achieved very easily in the time domain with simple pairwise multiplications, we pro-
pose performing the required Frobenius map computations in the time domain by applying
the inverse NTT. Hence, back and forth conversions are needed between the frequency and
time domains for the Frobenius map computations.
For efficient computation of the required DFT modular multiplications and Frobenius
map computations in GF (pm), we propose using efficient parameters such as the irreducible
field generating binomial f(x) = xm − 2 for constructing GF (pm), the dth primitive root of
unity as r = −2, and the field characteristic as the Mersenne prime divisor p = (2n − 1)/t
for a positive integer t, where n is odd and equals the field extension degree m. In this case,
r = −2 ∈ GF (p) is a primitive root of unity of order 2m and hence d = 2m. Theorem 7 in
Chapter 5 proved that for p = (2n− 1) and m = n, f(x) = xm− 2 is irreducible over GF (p)
for all practical values of p relevant to ECC. Furthermore, in Appendix a list of relevant
binomials of the form f(x) = xm − 2 are presented and shown to be irreducible over GF (p)
for many values of p = (2n − 1)/t.
As noted in Chapters 4 and 5, when r = −2 and p = (2n − 1)/t for a positive integer t,
a modular multiplication in GF (p) with a power of r can be achieved very efficiently with a
simple bitwise rotation in addition to a negation if the power is odd. It was also shown in
Chapter 5 that for r = −2, m odd and n = m, the DFT modular multiplication algorithm
can be optimized by precomputing some intermediary values in the algorithm. Remember
that when the field generating polynomial is f(x) = xm − 2, r = −2, p = (2n − 1)/t for
a positive integer t, and m is odd and equal to n, i.e. when the bit length of the field
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characteristic p = 2n − 1 is equal to the field extension degree, the complexity of the DFT
modular multiplication algorithm is only 2m multiplications, m−1 constant multiplications,
4m2 − 4m additions/subtractions and 2m2 − m − 1 bitwise rotations in terms of GF (p)
operations, as presented in Table 7.2. A list of such efficient parameters suited for ECC is
given in Table 7.1.
n p = (2n − 1)/t m d r equivalent binary field size
13 8191/1 13 26 −2 ∼ 2169
17 131071/1 17 34 −2 ∼ 2289
19 524287/1 19 38 −2 ∼ 2361
23 8388607/47 23 46 −2 ∼ 2401
Table 7.1: Short list of efficient parameters for inversion in GF (pm) in the frequency domain
In Algorithm 6, we present the frequency domain Itoh-Tsujii algorithm exemplarily for
the finite field GF (pm) with p = 213 − 1 and m = 13. Note in Algorithm 6 that, for
A,B ∈ GF (pm) and a positive integer i, FrobeniusMap(A,i) denotes the ith Frobenius map
of A and equals Ap
i
, and DFTmul(A,B) denotes the DFT modular multiplication of A and
B. Ae−1 is computed in Steps 2−10 of the algorithm with four DFT modular multiplications
and five pi-th power exponentiations in GF (pm), by using two temporary variables. However,
there is a trade-off between the amount of temporary storage requirement and the required
number of multiplications and Frobenius map computations. In the computation of Ae−1,
one can always minimize the number of required temporary variables to one by using an alter-
nating chain of p-th power exponentiations and multiplications with A, e.g., in Algorithm 6
Ae−1 can be computed with the following chain of computations T1 = A(10)p , T1 = A(11)p ,
T1 = A(110)p , T1 = A(111)p , T1 = A(1110)p , T1 = A(1111)p , T1 = A(11110)p , T1 = A(11111)p ,
T1 = A(111110)p , T1 = A(111111)p , T1 = A(1111110)p , T1 = A(1111111)p , T1 = A(11111110)p , T1 =
A(11111111)p , T1 = A(111111110)p , T1 = A(111111111)p , T1 = A(1111111110)p , T1 = A(1111111111)p ,
T1 = A(11111111110)p , T1 = A(11111111111)p , T1 = A(111111111110)p , T1 = A(111111111111)p and
T1 = A(1111111111110)p by performing eleven multiplications with A and twelve p-th power
exponentiations in GF (pm). We would like to note here that DFT modular multiplica-
tions in Algorithm 6 keep the Montgomery residue representation intact, but each Frobenius
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Algorithm 6 Itoh-Tsujii inversion in GF (pm) in the frequency domain where p = 2n − 1,
n = 13 and m = n (for A,B ∈ GF (pm) and a positive integer i, FrobeniusMap(A, i) denotes
Ap
i ∈ GF (pm) and DFTmul(A,B) denotes the result of the DFT modular multiplication of
A and B)
Input: (A) ≡ a(x) · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm)
Output: (B) ≡ a(x)−1 · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm)
1: // Compute M · a(x)e−1 · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm), where e = pm−1 + pm−2 + pm−3 + · · ·+ p+ 1
2: T1← FrobeniusMap(A, 1) // A(10)p
3: T1← DFTmul(T1, A) // A(11)p
4: T2← FrobeniusMap(T1, 2) // A(1100)p
5: T1← DFTmul(T1, T2) // A(1111)p
6: T2← FrobeniusMap(T1, 4) // A(11110000)p
7: T1← DFTmul(T1, T2) // A(11111111)p
8: T2← FrobeniusMap(T1, 4) // A(111111110000)p
9: T1← DFTmul(T2, T1) // A(111111111111)p
10: T2← FrobeniusMap(T1, 1) // A(1111111111110)p
11: // Compute M · a(x)e · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm)
12: T1← DFTmul(T2, A)
13: // Compute M−1 · (a(x)e)−1 ∈ GF (p)
14: A−e ← T1−10
15: // Compute a(x)−1 · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm)
16: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
17: Bi ← A−e · T2i
18: end for
19: Return (B)
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map computation adds an additional factor to the result. However, we will see in detail in
in the remainder of this section that these additional factors cancel out within the algorithm.
Frobenius Map Computations:
We have seen in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2 that, when the field extension degree m is prime
and the field generating polynomial f(x) is a binomial, a Frobenius map computation in
GF (pm) in the time domain is a simple fixed pairwise multiplication of the polynomial coef-
ficients. Therefore, in our frequency domain Itoh-Tsujii algorithm we propose to perform the
Frobenius map computations in the time domain. In order to do so, we will convert a fre-
quency domain sequence to the time domain before computing its Frobenius endomorphism
and come back to the frequency domain afterwards as shown in Algorithm 7. For d = 2m,
since the time domain sequences have zeros as their higher ordered m elements, the NTT
computations in Algorithm 7 can be simplified. Furthermore, since d = 2m is composite, the
performance of the NTT can be improved by utilizing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [21]
for a single level. We present the equivalent single level FFT computation for the inverse
NTT operation with (7.1), and for the forward NTT computation with (7.2) and (7.3). Note
that (7.2) and (7.3) are equivalent, except for the sign between the two summations.
ai =
2
d
·
m−1∑
j=0
A2jr
−2ij , 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 (7.1)
Aj =
m−1
2∑
i=0
a2ir
2ij + rj
m−3
2∑
i=0
a2i+1r
2ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1 (7.2)
Aj+m =
m−1
2∑
i=0
a2ir
2ij − rj
m−3
2∑
i=0
a2i+1r
2ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1 (7.3)
As described with Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 in Chapter 2, when m is prime and f(x) =
xm − w is irreducible over GF (p), the equality (xj)pi = wtxj (mod f(x)), where t = jpi−j
m
,
holds. Hence, the Frobenius coefficients do not need to be permuted. Furthermore, when
p = (2n − 1)/t, m = n is prime and f(x) = xm − 2, the following equality holds for the jth
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coefficient of the ith iterate of the Frobenius map
wt = 2
jpi−j
m = 2
j(pi−1)
m = 2j(p
i−1+pi−2+···+p+1) p−1
m .
Due to the first condition of Theorem 1 (in Chapter 2), since f(x) = xm− 2 is irreducible in
GF (p), m|ord(2) and hence m|(p − 1). Thus, the above Frobenius map coefficients are all
powers of 2 and multiplications by these coefficients can be achieved withm−1 simple bitwise
rotations as shown in Step 5 of Algorithm 7. In Algorithm 7, FrobeniusMapCoefficient(i, j)
equals j(p
i−1)
m
mod n and denotes the amount of bitwise left-rotations to be performed on the
jth coefficient of the time domain sequence to achieve the ith iterate of the Frobenius map.
With all the above mentioned optimizations utilized, the complexity of Algorithm 7 in terms
of GF (p) operations is m constant multiplications, m2 − 2m+ 1 fixed bitwise rotations and
m2 − m additions for the inverse NTT computation, m2 − 2m + 1 fixed bitwise rotations
and m2 additions/subtractions for the forward NTT computation and m − 1 fixed bitwise
rotations for the Frobenius map computation in the time domain, totaling m constant mul-
tiplications, 2m2 − 3m + 1 fixed bitwise rotations and 2m2 −m additions/subtractions, as
given in Table 7.2.
Algorithm 7 Frobenius map computation in GF (pm) in the frequency domain when
p = (2n − 1)/t, and the irreducible field generating polynomial is f(x) = xm − 2
(FrobeniusMapCoefficient(i, j) = j(p
i−1)
m
mod n)
Input: i, (A) ≡ a(x) · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm)
Output: (B) ≡ (a(x) · xm−1)pi ∈ GF (pm)
1: // Compute the time domain representation (a) of (A) using the inverse NTT
2: (a)← InverseNTT((A))
3: // Perform pairwise multiplications through simple bitwise rotations
4: for j = 1 to m− 1 do
5: aj ← aj << FrobeniusMapCoefficient(i, j) // left rotate the bits of aj
6: end for
7: // Compute the frequency domain representation (A) of (a) using the NTT
8: (A)← NTT((a))
9: Return ((A))
Note that, in Algorithm 6, DFTmul(A,B) function which computes the DFT modular
multiplication of (A) and (B) keeps the Montgomery representation with the multiplicative
factor xm−1 intact, however FrobeniusMap(A, i) function which computes the ith iterate of
the Frobenius endomorphism on (A) adds an additional term to the multiplicative factor
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xm−1. Remember in Corollary 1 (Chapter 2) that when m is prime and f(x) = xm − 2,
the ith iterate of the Frobenius endomorphism on xm−1 results in (xm−1)p
i
= 2txm−1 where
t = (m−1)p
i−(m−1)
m
. Through the Frobenius map computations in Algorithm 6, the addi-
tional multiplicative factors 2t accumulate to some value M until the computation of Ae−1
in Step 10. Thus, in Step 12, the computed value T1 corresponds to some time domain
value M · a(x)e · xm−1. Note that the ith coefficient of the NTT of M · a(x)e · xm−1 is equal
to T1i = M · a(x)e · ri(m−1) and thus T10 = M · a(x)e. Hence, M · a(x)e ∈ GF (p) can
be obtained by looking at the 0th coefficient of T1. In Step 14, by taking the inverse of
T10, T1
−1
0 = M
−1 · a(x)−e, rather than the desired value a(x)−e, is obtained. However,
the M−1 factor cancels out in the last step, i.e. in Step 17, when this false value of A−e
corresponding to M−1 · a(x)−e is multiplied with the false value of Ae−1 in T2 corresponding
to M · a(x)e−1 · xm−1 to give us the expected correct result which is the frequency domain
representation of a(x)−1 · xm−1 ∈ GF (pm).
Inversion in GF (p):
We propose using Fermat inversion for performing the single inversion in GF (p) required in
Step 14 of Algorithm 2. For an n-bit prime p, this inversion can be conducted by taking
the (p− 2)nd power of the operand through a square-and-multiply chain with no more than
n− 1 multiply and n− 1 square operations in GF (p).
Complexity of Itoh-Tsujii Inversion in the Frequency Domain:
As described with Algorithm 6 for the exemplary finite field GF (pm) with p = 213 − 1 and
m = 13, Itoh-Tsujii algorithm achieves inversion utilizing a chain of multiplications and
Frobenius map computations. Remember in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2 that in order to com-
pute Ae−1, e.g. in Steps 1 − 10 of Algorithm 6, one needs to perform ∆ − 1 multiplications
and ∆ Frobenius map computations in GF (pm), where ∆ = blog2(m − 1)c + HW (m − 1).
For inversion in the frequency domain, we propose to use the DFT modular multiplication
algorithm (Algorithm 3) for the required multiplications and Algorithm 7 for the required
Frobenius map computations. Ae can be computed with an additional DFT modular multi-
plication in the frequency domain, as in Step 12 of Algorithm 6. The single GF (p) inversion
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A−e, as in Step 14 of Algorithm 6, can be computed using Fermat inversion with no more
than n− 1 multiplications and n− 1 squarings in GF (p) for p = (2n − 1)/t. Finally, A−1 is
computed, as in Steps 16− 18 of Algorithm 6, with 2m multiplications in GF (p). We have
seen that when the field generating polynomial is f(x) = xm−2, p = (2m−1)/t, d = 2m and
r = −2 is used as the dth primitive root of unity, DFT modular multiplication (Algorithm 3)
and Frobenius endomorphism (Algorithm 7) operations can be achieved extremely efficiently
with the complexities given in Table 7.2. Thus, the total complexity of Itoh-Tsujii inversion
in the frequency domain for such parameters is 2m∆ + 4m − 2 multiplications, 2m∆ − ∆
constant multiplications, 6m2∆ − 5m∆ additions and 4m2∆ − 4m∆ bitwise rotations in
GF (p) as given in Table 7.2.
#M #CM #A/S #R
Algorithm 3 2m m− 1 4m2 − 4m 2m2 −m− 1
ITI (frequency) 2m∆+ 4m− 2 2m∆−∆ 6m2∆− 5m∆ 4m2∆− 4m∆
Algorithm 7 − m 2m2 −m 2m2 − 3m+ 1
ITI (time) m2∆−m2 − m2∆−m2 2m∆−m
+4m− 2 −m∆+ 2m− 1 −2∆ + 2
Table 7.2: Complexities of Algorithm 3, Algorithm 7, and time and frequency domain Itoh-
Tsujii inversion (ITI) in GF (pm) in terms of the number of required GF (p) multiplications,
constant multiplications, additions/subtractions and rotations, when f(x) = xm − 2, p =
(2n − 1)/t, m = n is odd and d = 2m, (∆ = blog2(m− 1)c+HW (m− 1))
In the time domain the same Itoh-Tsujii inversion is achieved with slight differences. In
this case, for multiplications in GF (pm) the classical schoolbook method, as described with
(2.1) and (2.3), is used with the complexity of m2 multiplications, m2 − m additions and
m−1 bitwise rotations in GF (p). Furthermore, Frobenius map computations in GF (pm) are
achieved with the complexity of only m−1 bitwise rotations in GF (p). Since a(x)e is known
to be in GF (p), the multiplication a(x)e−1 · a(x) can be achieved by finding only the first
coefficient of the product with only m multiplications, m−1 additions and 1 bitwise rotation
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inGF (p). The singleGF (p) inversion, for computing (a(x)e)−1, can be achieved with 2(m−1)
multiplications and the product a(x)e−1 · a(x)−e can be computed with m multiplications in
GF (p). Thus, the total complexity of Itoh-Tsujii inversion in the time domain, for the same
parameters, is m2∆−m2+4m− 2 multiplications, m2∆−m2−m∆+2m− 1 additions and
2m∆−m− 2∆+ 2 rotations in GF (p). The complexity of Itoh-Tsujii inversion both in the
frequency and time domains are presented in Table 7.2.
Frequency Domain Time Domain
#Multiplications 180 726
#Constant Multiplications 125 −
#Additions/Subtractions 4745 636
#Fixed Rotations 3120 109
Table 7.3: Complexities of Itoh-Tsujii inversion in GF (p13) in the time and frequency do-
mains in terms of the number of GF (p) operations for f(x) = x13 − 2 and p = 213 − 1
Multiplication operation is inherently more complex and usually takes more clock cycles
to run in hardware. In many modern microprocessors, in order to achieve higher clock rates,
deeper pipelines are designed in the processor microarchitectures which results in significant
differences in the number of clock cycles needed for different instructions. For instance,
in the processor microarchitecture of Pentium 4 the latency is only half a clock cycle for
a simple 16-bit integer addition, 1 clock cycle for a 32-bit integer addition and 14 clock
cycles for a 32-bit integer multiplication [32]. As shown in Table 7.3 for the exemplary
finite field GF ((213−1)13), Itoh-Tsujii algorithm requires a dramatically less number of base
field multiplications in the frequency domain than in the time domain. Therefore, it may
be desirable to utilize frequency domain inversion in computational environments where
multiplication is expensive compared with other operations such as addition and bitwise
rotation.
In order to see the crossover points between the performances of time and frequency
domain Itoh-Tsujii algorithms for different multiplication/addition latency ratios k and dif-
ferent field extension degrees m, in Figure 7.1 we present the total number of clock cycles it
takes to achieve inversion with both methods assuming a base field addition/subtraction or
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Figure 7.1: Number of required clock cycles for inversion inGF (pm) in the time and frequency
domains, for p = (2n−1)/t, m = n and f(x) = xm−2, assuming a GF (p) addition or bitwise-
rotation takes a single clock cycle while a GF (p) multiplication takes k clock cycles
bitwise-rotation operation takes only 1 clock cycle to complete and a base field multiplication
operation takes k clock cycles. As we can see in the graph, for small multiplication/addition
latency ratios inversion in the time domain performs clearly better. For the field extension
degree of m = 13, the crossover point is at around k = 14, and hence the latency ratio
k should be at least 14 for Itoh-Tsujii inversion in GF (p13) to perform better in the fre-
quency domain. As the field extension degree m gets larger, frequency domain inversion
starts performing better at smaller latency ratios.
7.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the known first frequency domain finite field inversion algorithm is proposed
for ECC. The proposed algorithm is an adaptation of the Itoh-Tsujii algorithm for OEFs to
the frequency domain, and can achieve inversion in the extension field GF (pm) with only
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a single inversion, O(m logm) multiplications and constant multiplications, O(m2 logm)
additions and O(m2 logm) fixed bitwise rotations in the base GF (p) for a class of OEFs
where the field characteristic p is a prime number of the form p = (2n − 1)/t, for a positive
integer t, and m = n. With its low computational complexity, i.e. O(m logm) in terms of
the required base field multiplications in addition to O(m2 logm) base field additions and
fixed bitwise rotations, the proposed algorithm would be well suited especially for efficient
low-power constrained hardware implementation of ECC using the affine coordinates.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Summary and Conclusions
We investigated the application of the number theoretic transform (NTT) based multiplica-
tion, which found many applications in digital signal processing for multiplication of very
long sequences, e.g. with at least a few thousand elements, to finite fields with an emphasis
on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), and presented practical parameters for its efficient
implementation. We showed the relationship between the NTT and the residue number
system (RNS) and proved that the frequency domain representation of a polynomial using
the NTT is equivalent to the RNS representation of the same polynomial provided certain
conditions are satisfied on the modulus polynomials defining the RNS. Hence we showed that
multiplication in GF (pm) using the NTT is equivalent to an optimal case of multiplication
in GF (pm) using the RNS in terms of the number of required GF (p) multiplications.
Furthermore, we introduced the DFT modular multiplication algorithm which performs
modular multiplication in the frequency domain using Montgomery reduction. By allowing
for modular reductions in the frequency domain the costly overhead of back and forth con-
versions between the frequency and time domains is avoided, and thus more efficient finite
field multiplication is made possible for cryptographic operand sizes. We showed that with
the utilization of the NTT in general, and with the DFT modular multiplication method in
particular, especially in computationally constrained platforms finite field multiplication can
be achieved more efficiently in the frequency domain than in the time domain for even small
finite fields, e.g. ∼ 160 bits in length, relevant to ECC.
We proposed a novel area/time efficient ECC processor architecture which utilizes DFT
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modular multiplication and performs all finite field arithmetic operations in the frequency
domain using the projective coordinates. We implemented our architecture in hardware and
synthesized it for custom VLSI CMOS technology to estimate the area and time performance.
We showed that the proposed ECC processor is time/area efficient and useful in resource
constrained environments such as wireless sensor networks. This work presented the first
hardware implementation of a frequency domain multiplier suitable for ECC and the first
hardware implementation of ECC in the frequency domain.
Without an efficient inversion algorithm, it is more preferable to implement an elliptic
curve cryptosystem using the projective coordinates, even though this may require more
storage and possibly result in degraded performance. We proposed an adaptation of the
Itoh-Tsujii inversion algorithm to the frequency domain which will make affine coordinate
implementation of ECC feasible in the frequency domain, and potentially result in less
storage requirement and improved performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time a frequency domain inversion algorithm is proposed for the implementation of ECC
in the frequency domain using affine coordinates.
8.2 Directions for Future Research
1. We identify the investigation of hardware architectures for efficient implementation of
the frequency domain inversion algorithm proposed in Chapter 7, and thus efficient
hardware implementation of ECC in the frequency domain using affine coordinates,
as a subject for further investigation. Research in this direction may result in ECC
processor architectures which may require less storage and yield better efficiency by
avoiding the use of projective coordinates.
2. A new normal form for elliptic curves, called Edwards curves, was introduced recently
by Harold M. Edwards in [26]. Edwards curves are shown to simplify the elliptic
curve group law significantly and hence improve the performance of an elliptic curve
cryptosystem [13, 12]. We believe using Edwards curves will improve the performance
of an elliptic curve cryptosystem operating in the frequency domain.
3. In this work, efficient finite field arithmetic operations using the NTT are investigated
mainly for efficient hardware implementation of ECC using OEFs. Arithmetic algo-
rithms similar to those introduced in this work may be investigated for normal bases,
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binary fields, i.e. GF (2m), or prime fields as well which will be also valuable in en-
abling the utilization of frequency domain finite field arithmetic for other cyptographic
algorithms such as RSA [73].
4. While widely used cryptographic algorithms are known to be strong against the com-
putational resources of an attacker, the real threat to cryptographic systems come from
the fault attacks [7, 16] which try to extract the cryptographic key by deliberately in-
jecting faults into a cryptosystem or side-channel attacks which utilize the side-channel
information such as timing [37], power dissipation [38, 19], thermal noise or electromag-
netic emanation [5], where the attacker utilizes the flaws in the implementation of a
cryptographic algorithm rather than the algorithm itself. We identify the investigation
of tamper resistance characteristics and possible strengths and/or weaknesses of the
algorithms and architectures presented in this dissertation, and of frequency domain
finite field arithmetic in general, against side-channel cryptanalysis as a direction for
further investigation.
5. We introduced frequency domain finite field arithmetic algorithms for ECC and pre-
sented a hardware implementation of ECC in the frequency domain. Efficient im-
plementation of frequency domain finite field arithmetic for ECC in general purpose
microprocessors is a direction for further study.
Appendix
Finite Field f(x)
GF ((213 − 1)11) x11 + 22x3 + 1, x11 + 23x2 + 1, x11 + 26x5 + 1
GF ((213 − 1)12) x12 + 25x5 + 1, x12 + 28x5 + 1, x12 + 25x7 + 1
GF ((213 − 1)13) x12 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 12
GF ((217 − 1)9) x9 + 26x+ 1, x9 + 29x+ 1, x9 + 211x2 + 1
GF ((217 − 1)11) x11 + 28x3 + 1, x11 + 213x3 + 1, x11 + 25x4 + 1
GF ((217 − 1)12) x12 + x+ 1, x12 + x11 + 1, x12 + 29x5 + 1
GF ((217 − 1)13) x13 + 2x+ 1, x13 + 22x+ 1, x13 + 2x2 + 1
GF ((217 − 1)14) x14 + x2 + 1, x14 + x6 + 1, x14 + x8 + 1
GF ((217 − 1)15) x15 + 24x+ 1, x15 + 25x2 + 1, x15 + 26x4 + 1
GF ((217 − 1)16) x16 + 25x5 + 1, x16 + 25x11 + 1, x16 + 216x5 + 216
GF ((217 − 1)17) x17 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 16
GF ((219 − 1)10) x10 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 18
GF ((219 − 1)11) x11 + 29x+ 1, x11 + 213x+ 1, x11 + 22x2 + 1
GF ((219 − 1)12) x12 + 211x+ 1, x12 + 214x+ 1, x12 + 210x5 + 1
GF ((219 − 1)13) x13 + 24x+ 1, x13 + 24x2 + 1, x13 + 26x2 + 1
GF ((219 − 1)14) x14 + 23x+ 1, x14 + 217x+ 1, x14 + 23x2 + 1
GF ((219 − 1)15) x15 + 29x+ 20, x15 + 218x+ 1, x15 + x2 + 1
GF ((219 − 1)16) x16 + 218x3 + 1, x16 + 215x7 + 1, x16 + 215x9 + 1
GF ((219 − 1)17) x17 + x3 + 1, x17 + x14 + 1, x17 + 25x+ 1
GF ((219 − 1)18) x18 + x8 + 1, x18 + x10 + 1, x18 + 22x+ 1
GF ((219 − 1)19) x19 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 18
GF ((231 − 1)11) x11 + 220x+ 1, x11 + 229x+ 1, x11 + 25x4 + 1
GF ((231 − 1)12) x12 + 221x+ 1, x12 + 223x+ 1, x12 + 230x+ 1
GF ((231 − 1)13) x13 + 28x+ 1, x13 + 212x+ 1, x13 + 215x+ 1
Table 8.1: Short list of efficient irreducible polynomials for the construction of the finite
fields listed in Table 4.1
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Finite Field f(x)
GF ((2
15−1
217
)15) x15 + 22x3 + 22, x15 + 23x2 + 23, x15 + 24x3 + 24
GF ((2
23−1
47
)9) x9 + 22x+ 1, x9 + 26x+ 1, x9 + 29x+ 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)10) x10 + 28x+ 1, x10 + 211x3 + 1, x10 + 218x3 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)11) x11 + x5 + 1, x11 + x6 + 1, x11 + 24x+ 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)12) x12 + 22x+ 1, x12 + 23x3 + 1, x12 + 27x3 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)17) x17 + 215x+ 1, x17 + 217x3 + 1, x17 + 25x4 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)18) x18 + 29x+ 1, x18 + 215x+ 1, x18 + 27x3 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)19) x19 + 216x4 + 1, x19 + 22x6 + 1, x19 + 215x8 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)20) x20 + 211x7 + 1, x20 + 217x9 + 1, x20 + 217x11 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)21) x21 + 29x+ 1, x21 + 24x2 + 1, x21 + 26x7 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)22) x22 + 217x3 + 1, x22 + 215x5 + 1, x22 + 25x7 + 1
GF ((2
23−1
47
)23) x23 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 22
GF ((2
27−1
511
)11) x11 + x3 + 1, x11 + x8 + 1, x11 + 225x+ 1
GF ((2
27−1
511
)12) x12 + 24x+ 1, x12 + 213x+ 1, x12 + 222x+ 1
GF ((2
27−1
511
)13) x13 + 25x3 + 1, x13 + 27x3 + 1, x13 + 2x5 + 1
GF ((2
27−1
511
)14) x14 + 225x+ 1, x14 + 214x5 + 1, x14 + 214x9 + 1
GF ((2
32−1
65535
)13) x13 + 25x3 + 1, x13 + 211x3 + 1, x13 + 215x5 + 1
GF ((2
32−1
65535
)14) x14 + 22x3 + 1, x14 + 24x3 + 1, x14 + 211x5 + 1
GF ((2
32−1
65535
)15) x15 + 29x4 + 1, x15 + 25x7 + 1, x15 + 25x8 + 1
GF ((2
32−1
65535
)16) x16 + 212x11 + 212, x16 + x3 + 23, x16 + x11 + 23
GF ((2
33−1
14329
)17) x17 + 28x+ 1, x17 + 29x2 + 1, x17 + 215x2 + 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)11) x11 + 219x+ 1, x11 + 231x+ 1, x11 + 232x+ 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)12) x12 + 217x+ 1, x12 + 219x+ 1, x12 + 225x+ 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)13) x13 + 22x+ 1, x13 + 224x+ 1, x13 + 228x+ 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)14) x14 + 25x+ 1, x14 + 221x3 + 1, x14 + 230x3 + 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)15) x15 + 27x+ 1, x15 + 222x+ 1, x15 + 227x+ 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)16) x16 + 222x+ 1, x16 + 23x3 + 1, x16 + 219x3 + 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)17) x17 + 27x+ 1, x17 + 211x2 + 1, x17 + 212x2 + 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)18) x18 + x+ 1, x18 + x17 + 1, x18 + 215x+ 1
GF ((2
37−1
223
)19) x19 + x6 + 1, x19 + x13 + 1, x19 + 2x3 + 1
Table 8.2: Short list of efficient irreducible polynomials for the construction of the finite
fields listed in Table 4.2
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Finite Field f(x)
GF ((22
3
+ 1)13) x13 + 28x+ 1, x13 + 215x+ 1, x13 + 23x3 + 1
GF ((22
3
+ 1)14) x14 + 26x+ 1, x14 + 214x+ 1, x14 + 215x+ 1
GF ((22
3
+ 1)15) x15 + 212x+ 1, x15 + 213x+ 1, x15 + 24x7 + 1
GF ((22
3
+ 1)16) x16 + 25x7 + 25, x16 + 211x9 + 211, x16 − 25x7 + 25
GF ((22
4
+ 1)7) x7 + 25x+ 1, x7 + 215x+ 1, x7 + 216x+ 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)8) x8 + x3 + 1, x8 + x5 + 1, x8 + 24x3 + 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)13) x13 + 229x+ 1, x13 + 25x3 + 1, x13 + 211x3 + 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)14) x14 + 22x3 + 1, x14 + 24x3 + 1, x14 + 220x3 + 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)15) x15 + 29x4 + 1, x15 + 229x2 + 1, x15 + 230x7 + 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)16) x16 + 227x7 + 227, x16 + 229x5 + 229, x16 + 229x13 + 229
GF ((22
4
+ 1)29) x29 + x11 + 1, x29 + x18 + 1, x29 + 28x2 + 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)30) x30 + 27x7 + 1, x30 + 223x7 + 1, x30 + 230x9 + 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)31) x31 + 230x3 + 1, x31 + 231x3 + 1, x31 + 223x+ 1
GF ((22
4
+ 1)32) x32 + 210x+ 210, x32 + 225x5 + 225, x32 + 227x5 + 227
Table 8.3: Short list of efficient irreducible polynomials for the construction of the finite
fields listed in Table 4.3
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Finite Field f(x)
GF ((2
13+1
3
)13) x13 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 12
GF ((2
15+1
99
)15) x15 + 2, x15 + 22, x15 + 24
GF ((2
17+1
3
)17) x17 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 16
GF ((2
19+1
3
)19) x19 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 18
GF ((2
19+1
3
)10) x10 + 25x+ 1, x10 + 224x+ 1, x10 + 2x2 + 1
GF ((2
20+1
17
)20) x20 + 22x+ 22, x20 + 216x+ 216, x20 + 22x5 + 22
GF ((2
20+1
17
)10) x10 + 27x+ 27, x10 + 215x+ 215, x10 + 2x3 + 2
GF ((2
21+1
387
)21) x21 + 23x+ 23, x21 + 2x7 + 2, x21 + 23x+ 23
GF ((2
22+1
1985
)22) x22 + 26x+ 26, x22 + 224x+ 224, x22 + 223x3 + 223
GF ((2
22+1
1985
)11) x11 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 21
GF ((2
23+1
3
)23) x23 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 22
GF ((2
27+1
1539
)27) x27 ± 2s0 , for 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 8
GF ((2
27+1
1539
)9) x9 ± 2s0 , for gcd(s0, 3) = 1
GF ((2
28+1
17
)14) x14 + 26x+ 26, x14 + 211x+ 211, x14 + 216x+ 216
GF ((2
28+1
17
)7) x7 ± 2s0 , for gcd(s0, 7) = 1
GF ((2
32+1
641
)16) x16 + 22x+ 22, x16 + 211x+ 211, x16 + 235x+ 235
GF ((2
32+1
641
)8) x8 + 25x+ 25, x8 + 26x+ 26, x8 + 218x+ 218
Table 8.4: Short list of efficient irreducible polynomials for the construction of the finite
fields listed in Table 4.4
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